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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2010 – 2011 


California Pi Omega 


 


A. INITIATIONS 


 


I. Selection Process 


 


The California Pi Omega chapter extends eligibility towards the top third of the senior class and 


the top fourth of the junior class in the Mechanical Engineering Department, as determined by 


grade point average (GPA) and number of completed credits at the university. The official 


requirement for junior standing is at least 60 credits and for senior standing it is 90 credits. The 


list of eligible students is delivered by the College of Engineering between the fourth and fifth 


week of each semester and the qualified candidates are notified immediately of their eligibility 


by the External Vice President. A candidate meeting is held on the first Wednesday after the list 


is released to introduce these candidates to Pi Tau Sigma and inform them of the benefits of 


joining the society. In the fall of 2010 there were 30 candidates who crossed and became 


members; in the spring of 2011 there were 18. 


 


II. Pledge Requirements 


 


As in the past, the pledge process consists of several required meetings, two outreach events, two 


to three social activities, the pledge project, various required submissions, and dues. These 


requirements are outlined at the candidate meeting and included in the candidate packet as shown 


below. The terminology was recently changed to ‘points’ in order to avoid any confusion with 


the term ‘units’ which is used by the university to designate relative class workload. 


 


Required Events – Complete ALL 27 points: 
�10/5 Pledge Barbecue  [5] 


�10/20 General Meeting 1 [5] 


�by 11/3 Big/Little Sibling Event [1] 


�11/3 General Meeting 2 [5] 


�by 11/17 Questionnaire  [1] 


�11/17 General Meeting 3 [5] 


�12/4 Initiation   [5] 


 
Outreach – Accumulate 10 points: 


�Berkeley Engineers and Mentors [5] 


�Young Engineers and Scientists Day [5] 


�LHS Ingenuity Lab   [5] 


�SWE Saturdays   [5] 


 


Social Activities – Accumulate 15 points: 


�10/10 Tilden Park Picnic  [5] 


�10/12 Fenton’s Social  [5] 


�10/17 Archery   [10] 


�10/21 Movie Night  [5] 


�10/29 Rock Climbing  [10] 


�11/6 Driving Range  [5] 


�11/14 Exploratorium  [10] 


�11/20 Big Game   [5] 


 


Required Submissions – 4 points: 


�Resume [1] 


�Three Electronic Copies of Exams [3] 


 


 


Pledge Project – 10 points: 


�Exercise your design skills and apply theoretical concepts by building a Rocket Boat 


�Film your machine in action: the team with the best machine wins a prize 


 


Pledge Dues – 4 points 
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III.  Pledge Projects 


 


As mentioned in the previous section, the pledges are required to work on a project throughout 


the course of the semester. These projects are always of an engineering nature and allow the 


pledges to develop and showcase their mechanical engineering skill sets. On the day of the 


pledge barbecue, pledges are separated into teams of four and are presented with an overview of 


the project, including rules and requirements. They then have until initiation to design, build, and 


test their engineering devices; their progress is monitored with regular check-ins and 


presentations to the Pledge Projects Committee or the society as a whole. The past year’s pledge 


projects focused on moving an object from one point to another. In the fall the project was to 


build a Rocket Boat which could travel across a campus reflecting pool in a straight line. In the 


spring the project was to build an egg transporting device which could carry an egg across a 


street, over a curb, and up a sidewalk to a designated area. 


 


IV. Initiation Day Ceremony Rituals, and Celebration 


 


Pledge Project Competition 


 


The pledge project competition is hosted on the day of initiation early in the morning. The 


members of the Pledge Project Committee serve as the official judges and award points based on 


aesthetics, creativity, craftsmanship, performance, and each group’s presentation of their project. 


The team with the highest scoring project is awarded a prize, usually one of the chapter’s 


coveted “I Matlab Matlab” t-shirts. The competition runs for about an hour. 


 


MATLAB Scavenger Hunt 


 


One of Pi Omega’s unique characteristics is the scavenger hunt portion of the initiation, which 


has been honed and perfected since its introduction two years ago. The scavenger hunt consists 


of seven stations inside the mechanical engineering building which the pledges must find by 


using clues provided to them. At each station they are presented with a computer running Matlab 


and must answer questions about Pi Tau Sigma, UC Berkeley, and basic mechanical engineering 


concepts. Upon giving the correct answer, they are given a clue for the next station and are 


ultimately given a final clue which leads them to the ceremony room for the official initiation 


ritual. The scavenger hunt portion of the initiation usually lasts two hours depending on how well 


the pledges remember engineering and physics equations. 


 


Ceremony, Elections, and Banquet 


 


Pledges are inducted into the society according to the official rituals of the national chapter. 


Once all have crossed, they are taught the societal handshake, then shake hands with each officer 


and sign the Pi Omega roll book. After a ten minute break officer elections begin and generally 
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last two to three hours. In the fall of 2010 the society had 29 officers and in the spring of 2011 it 


had 38. Once the officer corps for the next semester is elected, photos are taken of the pledge 


class and the outgoing officers. After adjourning and recuperating for several hours, all officers 


and new members meet for the end of semester banquet at a local restaurant in the city of 


Berkeley. Several hours of jovial, yet nostalgic socializing are followed by the Pledge Projects 


Committee giving the results from the morning’s competition. The President then names the 


winner of the “Officer of the Semester” award, which is given to the officer who has 


demonstrated commitment to the society above and beyond the requirements of their position. 


Afterwards all graduating members are asked to stand and reveal their future plans, after which 


they are applauded and are bid many a tearful goodbye. The fall 2010 initiation was held on 


December 4 and in the spring of 2011 it was held on April 30. 


 


 
Officers and new members at the fall 2010 banquet, held in Great China. 


 


B.  CHAPTER ACTIVITIES 


 


I. Industrial Relations 


 


a. The Industry Seminar 


 


This is the third semester in which the industry seminar has been actively bringing professionals 


from mechanical engineering-related companies to speak to undergraduate students. However 


this is the first semester in which the Industrial Relations Committee incorporated professional 


development, such as resume tips and recruiting strategies for undergraduates. 


 


• Aptera – Richard Fabini, Powertrain Engineer 


• Applied Materials – Darshini Desai, Global Product Manager 


• Bechtel – Jon Berkoe, Senior Principal Engineer 


• British Petroleum – Steven Pietsch, Process Technology Consultant 
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• Coulomb Tech – Darren Kim, Director, ID and ME 


• IDEO / Design Consulting – Vivek Rao, Berkeley PhD Candidate 


• Lawrence Berkeley National Lab – Howdy Goudey and Jonathan Slack, Scientific 


Engineering Associates 


• MicroAssembly – Wallace Tang, Founder and President 


• NASA Ames Research Center – Larry Young, Aerospace Engineer 


• Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne – Joseph Eng, Manager, System Interconnects 


• SanDisk – Ryan Innouye, Director of Strategic Projects and Programs 


• Volkswagen – Prasanth Jeevan, Software Developer and Shreya Banerjee, Human 


Resources 


 


b. Information Sessions 


 


These events, hosted mainly in the fall semester, are opportunities for companies to recruit on 


campus. Representatives come speak to students for roughly an hour about the type of work their 


companies engage in, as well as employee benefits. Students then have the opportunity to ask 


questions, then line up to speak to the recruiters personally and give their resumes. This past year 


the chapter hosted info sessions for Chevron, Sandia National Labs, Pratt & Whitney 


Rocketdyne, and Halcyon Molecular. 


 


c. Integral Group Company Tour 


 


In the fall semester the chapter visited the Integral Group, a green design and sustainability 


consulting group located in Oakland. There officers learned about the company’s approach to 


creating energy-efficient residential and industrial buildings, as well as how they renovate 


existing buildings to reduce energy waste. 


 


II. Outreach Programs and Community Service 


 


In accordance with their requirements, all pledges must participate in two community service 


events the semester they pledge. Additionally, it is a newly instated requirement of the chapter 


that all officers participate in at least one service event each semester. 


 


The chapter continues to work with Berkeley Engineers and Mentors (BEAM) in order to teach 


science and engineering concepts to high school students in the Bay Area. 


 


A new event the chapter participated in during the spring semester was the Berkeley Marina 


Clean-Up. Officers and pledges joined together with members of the Society of Women 


Engineers (SWE), Theta Tau, and the Biomedical Engineering Society (BMES) to document and 
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remove waste from the shores at the Berkeley marina. The PTS members alone removed roughly 


2,000 individual pieces of trash, while all the societies together removed roughly 10,000. 


 


The chapter also participated in the weekly service event “Bike Day,” hosted by Citizen Cycle. 


Volunteers at these events provide free assistance and advice to anyone with bicycle problems. 


After being properly trained the volunteers were even able to help with repairs from time to time. 


 


At Mini-University, hosted by SWE, the chapter taught high school students about energy and 


dynamics via a hands-on activity in which students built and tested mouse trap-propelled cars. 


 


At Engineering for Kids Day (E4K) 


mentors taught 4
th


 to 6
th


 graders about 


design stability by having them build a 


structure using basic office supplies 


(string, paper, paper clips, tape, etc.) 


which could transport bouncy balls from 


one table to another. The activity was so 


popular that the Mechanical Engineering 


Department asked the chapter to host a 


table at Cal Day, the campus-wide open 


house, and repeat the activity for visiting 


families. 


 


 


At the Lawrence Hall of Science, mentors supervised students from the Berkeley Maynard 


Academy Elementary School as they built water balloon protectors to help water balloons 


survive a vertical drop. The mentors also worked in the Ingenuity Lab, where they helped 


elementary school children with hands-on projects such as making jitterbugs from dc motors. 


 


III. Social Activities 


 


In order to strengthen the bonds within PTS, all chapter members are invited to attend the social 


events; most often officers and pledges will attend two or three. Some of the activities are 


mentioned in the pledge requirements section, but the following is a summary of the most 


popular events of the last year, as agreed upon by officers and pledges. 


 


• Ultimate Frisbee with the Materials Science and Engineering Association 


• Capture the Flag with Chi Epsilon 


• Swing Dancing with Tau Beta Pi 


The PTS table at Cal Day, where visiting children 


intently work on the ball transporter activity. 
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• Driving Range 


• Fenton’s Ice Cream Social 


• Sushi Night 


• Ice Skating at the Oakland Ice Center 


• Rock Climbing 


• Exploratorium in San Francisco 


 


 


 


IV. Student Relations 


 


The Student Relations Committee, created this past spring semester, is the newest addition to the 


chapter and is responsible for providing help and opportunities for all students in the Mechanical 


Engineering Department. One of its main tasks is to take over several existing responsibilities 


from other parts of the society, such as planning and executing the ME Department Town Hall 


Meeting, as well as organizing officers for the Undergraduate Advising Day. In addition, the 


committee developed some new programs such as tutoring, review sessions, office hours, and the 


freshman mentoring program. 


 


a. Tutoring, Review Sessions, and Office Hours 


 


The primary function of the Student Relations Committee is to provide academic support to non-


PTS members in the form of tutoring, exam review sessions, and weekly office hours. In its first 


semester the committee offered these services for two classes: Solid Mechanics and Fluid 


Mechanics. While tutoring requests were sparse and office hours were generally unfilled, the 


review sessions were an overwhelming success. In particular, the Solid Mechanics review 


session filled the room over capacity and many students were standing, but stayed for the entire 


review. 


 


b. Freshman Mentoring Program 


 


One of the student benefits offered by the committee is a program to mentor incoming freshman 


and junior transfers to help them ease into Berkeley engineering. Students who sign up to receive 


a mentor are paired with chapter officers and members, who maintain email contact throughout 


the semester and even meet in person to discuss and give advice on academics, extra-curriculars, 


class registration, student life, and any other topic the mentee would like to discuss. When it was 


founded in the spring of 2011 the program had six mentees and there are currently twelve signed 


up for the program next fall. 


 


c. Engineers Week 


Officers and pledges with school mascot “Oski” at the 


Cal-Stanford basketball game. 
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Every year UC Berkeley celebrates Engineers Week from March 7-12 by hosting events to instill 


pride and interest among engineering students. This year the chapter was chosen by the 


Engineering Student Council (ESC) to plan and host the opening event, the Engineering Show 


and Tell. This activity was an opportunity for hands-on extra-curricular groups and research labs 


to bring in actual technology for demonstration. The planning process was arduous and fraught 


with unexpected developments, but in all sixteen individual student groups or research labs 


attended, with technology ranging from robotics and solar cars to remote controlled aircraft and 


ballistics. Food was served and the Dean of Engineering addressed the entire attending student 


body to commemorate the occasion. 


 


d. ME Department Town Hall Meeting 


 


The chapter once again organized and hosted this semesterly forum for students to express their 


concerns to the department and for the department to discuss its future plans with the students. 


The turnout was on the order of 40-50 students and 10-15 faculty / staff members. Typically the 


Chair of the Department and the Vice-Chair of Instruction attend, as well as involved members 


of the department. 


 


e. Undergraduate Advising Day 


 


Every semester the department hosts an undergraduate advising day where professors examine 


students’ planned schedules and give them their class registration codes. As is customary, 


chapter officers and members host a peer advising table on these days to give a student opinion 


on classes, extra-curriculars, etc. 


 


V. Chapter Meetings 


 


There are three general meetings (GMs) each semester; officer and pledge attendance is required. 


The first meeting focuses on the professionalism of the society, so usually a professor will speak 


about his or her research, path to becoming a professor at Berkeley, or any topic of choice. The 


second meeting is intended to make pledges and officers mingle and get to know each other 


better. This is the “fun” GM and usually consists of a chapter-wide building project or ice 


breaker activity. In the fall the officers made a powerpoint presentation to the pledges about 


themselves, featuring their faces photoshopped onto famous images or movie posters. The third 


meeting has changed over the semesters, but usually is dedicated towards pledge project 


presentations. Pledges demonstrate their design concepts and show the fully-dimensioned CAD 


drawings of their projects while they explain functionality to the officers. 


 


VI. Officer Retreat and Officer Brunch 
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The officer retreat occurs at the beginning of each semester and is an opportunity for the new 


officers to integrate into the society, thus improving chapter cohesion. It is also a lot of fun and 


usually consists of a road trip to a state or national park. The fall semester officer retreat was 


held in Bass Lake, where officers went inner-tubing, jet skiing, hiking, story telling, s’more 


making, and fire building. The spring semester retreat was held in Lake Tahoe, as is the custom, 


and officers enjoyed skiing, snowboarding, snowball fighting, snowman/snow angel building, 


capture the flag, billiards, and the movie Catch Me if You Can. 


 


Additionally, each week an officer at random is asked to choose a restaurant in Berkeley for the 


Saturday “Officer Brunch.” These social gatherings allow officers to enjoy the diverse food 


options in Berkeley while resting from a hard week’s work and enjoying each other’s company. 


Restaurants can be of any culture or type, but no repeats are allowed. 


 


 
Officers enjoy a cookout at Bass Lake during the fall 2010 retreat. 


 


VII. Convention Participation 


 


The chapter president and external vice president attended the Pi Tau Sigma National 


Convention at University of Illinois at Chicago this past February. They were part of the 


convention breakout session and gave a presentation to all the chapters about California Pi 


Omega’s activities during the 2009-2010 school year. They also received scholarship awards on 


behalf of two members of the chapter, Valerie Chang and Matthew Ford. 


 


C.  OTHER INFORMATION 
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I. Information Technology 


 


Another new addition to the chapter is the Information Technology Committee, which is 


responsible for all the chapter’s digital media, such as the website at http://pts.berkeley.edu or 


the officer wiki page at http://sites.google.com/site/berkeleypts. One of the first acts of this new 


committee was to make the test bank public so that not only PTS members, but all mechanical 


engineering students at Cal could to access the exam database. The committee has also been 


updating the website and even moved it to a better, more reliable server. 


 


II. Plans for the 2011-2012 School Year 


 


At the last officer meeting of each semester the committee chairs discuss what they believe to be 


the successes and difficulties of their time in office and their recommendations for future 


officers, as well as plans for the coming semesters. One of the major goals of the chapter is to 


create outreach activities specifically for pledges and officers, rather than going through partner 


groups such as BEAM and SWE. This will greatly bolster the chapter’s commitment to 


community service and maintain the dedication of the officers to fulfilling their outreach 


requirements. There are also plans to revamp the website with new pages and a new Industrial 


Relations downloadable brochure to attract corporate sponsorship. In addition, the Industry 


Seminar will be slightly modified to give preference to small companies, start-ups, and those 


who have not presented to the campus before. This will give such companies the opportunity to 


attract interest even though they do not have the same recruiting resources as larger, more 


established companies. Finally, one of the biggest plans and hopes for the coming year is that the 


chapter will be able to host a Mechanical Engineering Career Fair for all students in the 


department. The process of contacting companies is already underway and the date for the fair 


has been set as September 22. 


 


At the end of the spring semester the chapter was still growing accustomed to the introduction of 


two new committees, as well as a continually growing officer corps, which has gone from 


roughly thirty in 2009 to forty as of next fall. It is the chapter’s intent to harness this momentum 


to achieve the vast array of ambitious goals laid out for the coming year. 


 


III.  2011 Graduates 


 


Alpert, Aaron plans unknown 


Chen, Han pursuing MS at UC Berkeley 


Chen, Justin pursuing MS/PhD at Stanford 


Hoac, Andy pursuing MS at UC Berkeley 


Jain, Nikhil pursuing MS at MIT 
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Kimber, David pursuing MS at UC Berkeley 


Mallari, Randy pursuing MS at UC Berkeley 


Ruf, Sebastian pursuing MS at UC Berkeley 


Thornton, Sarah pursuing MS/PhD at MIT 


Wang, Jina pursuing MS at Stanford 


Weinstein, Lee pursuing MS/PhD at MIT 


Wibowo, Edwin pursuing MS at UC Berkeley 


Young, Jamie pursuing MS at UC Berkeley 


Yu, Michael employed in Boeing 


Zhang, Kelly employed in Boeing 


 


IV.  Awards and Recognitions 


 


2010-2011 Excellence in Teaching Award 


Professor Alice Agogino 


 


Fall 2010 Officer of the Semester 


David Shulman – External Vice President 


 


Spring 2011 Officer of the Semester 


Lee Weinstein – Student Relations Co-Chair 


 


V. Contact Information 


 


Reporter 


David Shulman (Spring 2011 President) 


dshulman@berkeley.edu 


 


Chapter Website 


http://pts.berkeley.edu 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2011-2012 


California Pi Omega 


 


A) Initiations 


I) Selection Process 


The Berkeley California Pi Omega Chapter invites students to join who are in the top 


third of the senior class and the top fourth of their junior class in the Mechanical Engineering 


Department. This is determined by the respective student’s grade point average (GPA) and 


number of completed credits.  The official requirement for junior standing is 60 credits and for 


standing, it is 90 credits. The list of students that meet these requirements is provided by the 


College of Engineering between the fourth and fifth week and eligible candidates are notified 


immediately by the External Vice President.  The following Wednesday after the notifications, a 


Candidate Meeting is held to introduce the qualified candidates to Pi Tau Sigma and inform them 


of the benefit of joining. There were 25 pledges who crossed in Fall 2011 and 10 pledges in 


Spring 2012.  


II) Pledge Requirements 


Similar to the past, the pledges must go through a pledge process that tests their strengths. 


The pledge process consists of several required meetings, two outreach events, several social 


events, a challenging pledge project, required submissions, and dues.  The requirements of 


pledgeship are explained during the Candidate Meeting and are included in the candidate packet 


as shown below: 


Required Events – Attend ALL events: 


2/29 Pledge Barbeque    [5] 


3/7 General Meeting 1   [5] 


3/21 General Meeting 2   [5] 


4/11 General Meeting 3   [5] 


4/28 Initiation    [5] 


TBD Big/Little Sibling Event   [1] 
 


Outreach – Accumulate 10 points: 


3/10 Berkeley Marina Clean-Up  [5] 


3/17 E4K     [5] 


4/7 Junior Solar Sprint Project  [5] 


4/13 Mini University    [5] 


TBA Challah For Hunger   [5] 


TBA PTS Outreach Day Planning   [5] 
 


Social Activities – Accumulate 15 points: 


3/3 Karaoke    [5] 


3/9 Frisbee w/ ASME   [5] 


3/13 Game Night    [5] 


4/7 Trampoline Gym w/ TBP  [5] 


4/12 Bowling     [5] 


4/14 Engineering Sports Night  [5] 


4/17 Movie Night    [5] 


4/22 Laser Tag    [5] 


TBA CTF     [5] 
 
 
 
 


 


Pledge Project – 7 points: 


Submission of concept sketches by GM1   [1] 


Private presentation of low fidelity prototype by GM2 [1] 


Project presentation and evidence of testing by GM3 [1] 


Attendance of a social event with team mentor  [1] 


Clearing project challenge on initiation day   [3] 
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Student Services – 2 points: 


Perform 2 hours of tutoring services on behalf of PTS or write a question for a PTS review session 
 


Required Submissions – 2 points: 


Resume [1] 
 Email resume to PTS Industrial Liaison in PDF format by March 21, 2012 
 Submit format: <Graduation Semester>_<Last Name><First Name>      Ex: sp08_SmithJohn 
 Free PDF file converter available at http://www.cutepdf.com 


Three Electronic Copies of Exams [1] 
 Mechanical Engineering curriculum; Preferably with solutions 
 Email to pts.exams@gmail.com 
 
 


III) Pledge Projects 


During the pledge process, the pledges are required to 


work on a project which challenges their understanding of 


mechanical engineering concepts, creativity, and engineering 


skills. After the pledge barbeque, pledges are separated into 


teams of four and presented with the pledge project and an 


overview of the rules and requirements.  Each team has till 


initiation to design, build, and test their devices and their 


progress is monitored by check-ins and a presentation of their 


project to the Pledge Projects Committee and to the society.  


The Fall 2011 project consisted of building a sumo-wrestling 


device that would battle in a one-on-one competition setting by 


pushing the opposing device past a line. The battles occurred 


on a multitude of surfaces from carpet to wood in order to test 


robustness and flexibility of each device. The Spring 2012 


project was a racquetball-launching contraption where each 


launch was judged for air-time and distance traveled.  


 


IV) Initiation Day 


a) The Pledge Project Tournament 


 The pledge project tournament is the first event of initiation and is held early in the 


morning. The members of the Pledge Project Committee serve as judges and award points based 


on the requirements of the challenge as well as aesthetics, creativity, and craftsmanship.  


Following the tournament, the team with the highest points is announced as the winner and every 


member is awarded a trophy for their accomplishment. The winning teams from both Fall 2011 


and Spring 2012 are shown below. 


PTS Pledges testing out their 


Sumo-Wrestling Bots 



mailto:pts.exams@gmail.com
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b) MATLAB Scavenger Hunt  


 Once the pledge competition is over, the pledges move to the main Mechanical 


Engineering building to begin one of Pi Omega’s unique events, the MATLAB Scavenger Hunt.  


Since its introduction over three years ago, the scavenger hunt has been an exciting event that 


challenges the pledges both individually and collectively.  Each pledge group is given clues with 


which they must find one of the seven stations located throughout the Mechanical Engineering 


building. When the group arrives to the referenced locations, they are presented with a computer 


and have to answer questions on MATLAB regarding Pi Tau Sigma, our school’s faculty and 


history, and Mechanical Engineering concepts. When a question is answered correctly, the 


pledges are directed to another station. Once each group finishes their last station, they are given 


the last clue which takes them to the PTS Ceremony Room. The Scavenger Hunt usually lasts 


about two hours. 


c) Ceremony 


Once the pledges are seated in ceremony room, the Pi Tau Sigma Induction Ceremony 


begins and the pledges are inducted into Pi Tau Sigma according to the official rituals of the 


national chapter. After all pledges have crossed, they are taught the Pi Tau Sigma handshake and 


then shake hands with all active Pi Tau Sigma officers and sign the Pi Omega Roll Book.   


 The Officer Elections for the next semester is held immediately after the induction 


ceremony and lasts about two to three hours. New members are encouraged to run for positions 


in order to keep perspectives fresh in the society.  Photos are then taken of the incoming pledge 


class as well as the outgoing officer corps.  After the initiation activities, the officers and new 


actives meet later in the evening for the End of the Semester Banquet at a local restaurant in 


Berkeley.  Towards the end of the banquet, the Pledge Project Chair gives a formal 


announcement of the winning pledge team which is then followed by the president announcing 


the winner of the “Officer of the Semester” Award. This award is given to the officer who has 


demonstrated strong commitment to the society that goes beyond what was expected of them. A 


final speech is given by semester’s President which is followed by a standing ovation for all 


Fall 2011 Winning Pledge Team Spring 2012 Winning Pledge Team 
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graduating members as they reveal their future plans.  The Fall 2011 initiation was held on 


December 3
rd


, 2011 while the Spring 2012 initiation was held on April 28
th


, 2012. 


 


Spring 2012 End of the Semester Banquet 


B) Chapter Activities 


 


I) Industrial Relations 


a. Mechanical Engineering Career Fair  


Fall 2011 was the first semester that the Pi Omega Chapter organized the Mechanical 


Engineering Career Fair, the first career fair of its kind at Berkeley specifically targeted for 


mechanical engineering students.  The purpose of this career fair was to cater to the specific 


needs of Mechanical Engineering students by giving them a setting to recruit and learn more 


about the different types of companies in the industry. The 


summer before the fall, members of our Industry Committee (IR) 


focused on contacting companies that worked in areas such as 


design, construction, product development, automotive vehicles, 


electronics, and research so students would be able to find a 


company that they would love to be a part of. The companies that 


attended were: 


i) Microsoft 


ii) Apple 


iii) Tesla Motors 


iv) KLA Tencor 


v) Glumac  


vi) Alloy Product Development 


vii) LAM Research 


viii) BIO Rad ME Career Fair Flier 
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The event was greatly received by both the ME department and the students. Over 300 


undergraduate and graduate students interfaced with these companies as they looked for 


internships and full-time positions.  Most of these groups have expressed interest in returning for 


the Fall 2012 fair, which has an expected attendance of around 20 companies. 


b. Professional Workshops 


During the Spring 2012 semester, the Pi Omega Chapter started a new series of 


workshops designed to aid students to build themselves as professionals and succeed in obtaining 


internships and full-time opportunities. The Industrial Relations Committee led the development 


of these workshops, successfully holding three separate workshops. With spring career fairs 


approaching, the first workshop, the Engineering Industry Skills Workshop, focused on teaching 


key techniques and inside secrets that lead to career success as well as small group discussions to 


focus resume tips, the STAR Method, and career fair “do’s and don't’s”. The second professional 


workshop was centered on technical interviews for mechanical engineering students, 


highlighting the type of questions to expect from interviews and how to best answer them. 


Overall, the workshops were greatly received by the department and student body with over 40 


students in attendance for both events. 


c. Company Information Sessions 


Company Information Sessions were held during both semesters as companies recruited 


on campus for full-time positions and internship opportunities. During these events, company 


representatives come to enlighten the students about their companies and discuss personal stories 


from industries which gave students valuable insight into the different aspects of a company. In 


addition, the students were encouraged to ask questions about the companies and bring their 


resumes. This past year, the Pi Omega Chapter hosted info-sessions for Apple’s Product 


Development Team and Camera Team, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, British Petroleum, SanDisk, 


Microsoft, and many more companies.  


II) Outreach Programs and Community Service 


Each semester, all pledges are required to participate in two outreach events that focus on 


bettering the Berkeley community.  Along with the pledges, each active officer must also 


complete an outreach event in order to keep the value of Service strong within the chapter.  


This year, the Pi Omega Chapter started a 


program called the Freshman Outreach Program. The 


program is designed to help incoming freshmen and 


junior transfers adjust to the life at Berkeley. New 


students are paired with chapter officers and members. 


Throughout the semester, mentors maintain email contact 


with their mentees and meet in person to discuss all 


aspects of instruction, including student life, 


extracurricular, and advice on academics. At the start of 


the program, our chapter had six mentees and more are 


planned to sign-up for the next semester. 


One of our most popular outreach events is the 


Berkeley Marina Clean-Up which was started in the Engineering for Kids Day: Building Towers 
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previous year. PTS Officers and pledges and members of other engineering student organizations 


such as Society of Women Engineers and Theta Tau join together to record and remove waste 


from the Berkeley Marina.  


In addition to cleaning our community, our chapter still continues to work with Berkeley 


Engineers and Mentors (BEAM). Their goal is to educate Bay Area high school students in 


concepts of science and engineering and highlight how exciting these topics can be.  


During the fall semester, members of the Pi Omega Chapter participated in the weekly 


service event, “Bike Day,” which is hosted by the 


student organization, Citizen Cycle. At every event, 


volunteers offer free assistance and advice to anyone 


who has a bike problem or looking to learn more about 


bikes. Moreover, the volunteers also assist Citizen 


Cycle members by performing basic bicycle repairs. 


Lastly, the Pi Omega helped host Engineering 


for Kids Day (E4K). Mentors taught elementary and 


middle school students engineering concepts by 


helping them perform a certain task. This event was 


very popular and the ME department urged our chapter 


to help host this event every year.  


III) Student Relations 


The Student Relations Committee of our chapter is responsible for helping both the 


Mechanical Engineering student body and the Mechanical Engineering department. Its many 


tasks include holding review sessions, organizing and hosting the ME Department Town hall 


Meeting and managing the California Pi Omega test bank.  


a. Tutoring, Review Sessions, and Office Hours 


Each semester, the Student Relation’s Committee (SR Committee) top priority is to 


provide academic support to mechanical engineering students by holding tutoring hours, Exam 


reviews, and weekly officer hours for classes throughout the curriculum. In the spring, the SR 


Committee created a new pledge requirement where pledges could either write their own review 


question for a mechanical engineering class or create a review sheet for a midterm. By doing 


this, Pi Omega’s review material greatly increased.  During the fall semester, office hours, held 


in the mechanical engineering computer lab, were very popular among the students as they were 


able to ask questions related to any class. This past spring, both our Fluid Dynamics and 


Thermodynamics review sessions were highly attended.  


b. ME Department Town Hall Meeting 


The Pi Omega chapter organized and hosted the Town Hall meeting where students were 


able to discuss topics about aspects of the curriculum and future plans with ME professors and 


department administrations in an open forum setting. Both semesters, over 40 students and about 


15 professors attended to offer their thoughts on the discussed topics.  The Chair of the 


Mechanical Engineering Department and Vice Chair of Instruction attend and are part of the 


main teacher panel. 


Engineering For Kids Day: Working in Teams 
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c. Freshmen Mentoring Program  


The Freshmen Mentoring program is organized by the SR Committee to help incoming 


freshmen and junior transfer adjust to Berkeley and successfully transition to Berkeley 


Engineering. New students that participate are paired with chapter officers and members. 


Throughout the semester, these mentors maintained email contact with the mentee and meet in 


person to discuss all aspects of instruction, including student life, extracurricular, and advice on 


academics. 


d. Undergraduate Advising Day 


During the class registration period at Berkeley, the ME department organizes an 


undergraduate advising day where professors help students finalize their class schedules for the 


next semester. In addition to the professors, officers and members host a peer advising table at 


the same time to offer more personalized advice and student opinions on classes and 


extracurricular activities. 


e. Test Bank 


At the end of the Fall semester, the Pi Omega Chapter’s test bank was made private in 


order to avoid conflict with professors about using their test material. A conflict had arisen prior 


to this due to the fact that these past exams were considered  intellectual property. In the 


following months, the Pi Omega Chapter worked actively with the ME department in order to 


create a public test bank with official rights to post exams in a public portal. To do this, the 


Student Relations Chair created “The Test Bank Waiver Form” which was given to all 


Mechanical Engineering professors. The chapter successfully received over 25 signed forms 


allowing the Pi Omega Chapter to post past exams and midterms onto the online test bank. The 


official Pi Omega Chapter test bank will become public at the beginning of the Fall 2012 


semester. 


IV) Chapter Meetings 


Each semester, there are three General Meetings (GMs) where both officers and pledges 


are required to attend. In order to build professionalism within the chapter, a professor speaks 


about a topic of his or her choice. These 


topics usually involve their research and its 


applications in the real world, but other 


lectures have touched upon topics such as 


the responsibilities of engineers in society, 


possible innovations in a specific field, and 


the steps to become an effective leader. At 


the second meeting, a chapter-wide 


building project takes place to help foster 


teamwork and cooperation between active 


members and the pledges and to serve as an 


ice-breaker. During the third GM, pledge 


groups give presentations about their 


pledge projects and show a quick video 


demonstrating their projects.  
General Meetings 
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In addition to chapter meetings, officers and members attend weekly meetings to handle 


chapter logistics and discuss semester projects within each committee. This past year, such 


projects included the Mechanical Engineering Career Fair, the Test Bank, and academic office 


hours.  


V) Social Activities 


During each semester, the chapter invites members and pledges to attend social events in 


order to build and strengthen bonds within PTS. Some of the events are highlighted in the pledge 


project, but other events are planned afterwards as well. Many members and pledges attend about 


two to three social events each semester. Below are some of the popular events that were held 


this past year. 


i) Karoke 


ii) Trampoline Gym 


iii) Bowling 


iv) Game Night 


v) Ice Skating 


vi) Engineering Sports Night 


vii) LAN Party/Video Game Night 


viii) Ramen Eating Contest 


Trampoline Gym Bowling 
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VI) Officer Retreat and Weekly Dinners 


At the beginning of each semester an officer retreat is held to help integrate new 


incoming officers into the chapter. The retreats are very fun excursions, usually consisting of 


road trips to national parks and full of outdoor events. During the fall semester, the chapter 


visited Yosemite National Park for a weekend 


where members hiked and ventured the park, 


immersing themselves in the natural landscape. 


In the spring, the chapter visited Lake Tahoe. 


Officers enjoyed skiing and snowboarding, 


snowball fights, snow football, billiards, and 


Dance Dance Revolution on a Kinect-enabled 


Xbox 360. 


Furthermore, each week the Activities 


chair would randomly choose an officer to pick 


the location for that week’s chapter dinners. At 


these dinners, members, officers, and pledges 


alike were able to enjoy different types of food as 


they mingled and enjoyed each other’s company. 


The only rule was that there can be no repeated 


restaurants.  


VII) National Convention Participation 


This year, five Pi Omega Chapter members, including the President, External Vice 


President, and senior officers, attended the Pi Tau Sigma National Convention at San Jose State 


University. The members participated in a breakout session and networked with student leaders 


from other PTS chapters. At this convention, Michael Nill received the individual student 


scholarship and the Pi Omega Chapter received both Best Report for 2010-2011 and award for 


Outstanding Service. 


VIII) Information Technology 


The Information Technology Committee managed the Pi Omega Chapter’s website: 


http://pts.berkeley.edu/ 


C) Other Information 


 


I) Plans for the 2012-2013 School Year 


During the last meeting of the semester, each committee discussed projects and plans for 


the upcoming 2012-2013 school year. One of the major projects of the next year is to hold the 


second annual Mechanical Engineering Career Fair. With such a strong praise from the 


department and students and verbal confirmations from companies to attend, the second career 


fair will be much bigger. The Industry Committee hopes to have at least 15 companies attend and 


is planned to be held sometime in late September. Moreover, the Industry committee will 


continue to host the Professional Engineering Workshop which helped students learn to 


successfully recruit for summer internships and fulltime positions. The Student Relations 


committee hopes to expand the program by holding officer hours and review sessions for more 


Officer Dinner at a local Wing Stop 



http://pts.berkeley.edu/
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classes and creating an online bank of review material apart from past exams. Furthermore, the 


SR Committee will work to resolve the Test Bank issue as discussed above and have the PTS 


Test Bank go public this upcoming fall. In addition, the Outreach Committee is planning to host 


more events in partnership with other on-campus organizations in order to diversify the type of 


outreach the PTS members take part in. This will greatly strengthen the sense of service within 


the chapter. 


As the end of the 2011-2012 semesters came to close, there are many great projects planned 


for the following next year. With an extremely able and qualified incoming officer corps for next 


semester, the Pi Omega Chapter will set new standards with each of its accomplishments.  


II) 2012 Graduates and Plans 


                                    Plans for Next year 


Ford, Matt                       Pursuing PhD at Northwestern 


Bhogal, Suraj                       Pursuing 5th year Masters at UC Berkeley 


Chambers, Darren           Working at Imprint Energy (Alameda/Berkeley) 


Chang, Valerie           Pursuing 5th year Masters at UC Berkeley 


Chung, Scott                       Pursuing CS master's at Stanford 


Emori, Noboru           Pursuing 5th year masters at UC Berkeley 


Eng, Amanda                        Working at Boeing (S&IS) 


Gotianun, Chris           Pursuing 5th year Masters at UC Berkeley 


Haji, Maha                       Pursuing Graduate School at MIT 


Jenkins, Kevin                       Working at Boeing (BDS) 


Krieger, Will                       Pursuing Graduate School at Georgia Tech 


Mitchell, Sean                       Pursuing 5th year Masters at UC Berkeley 


Miyakawa, Alec           Joining the USMC, officer 


Moore, Katie                       Pursuing 5th year Masters at UC Berkeley 


Owoc, Garrett                        Working at Applied Materials (Etch) 


Redelsheimer, Elena           Working at Taylor Laboratories 


Scott, Stephanie           Pursuing Graduate School at MIT  


 


III) Awards and Recognition 


a. 2011-2012 Excellence in Teaching Award 


Award Recipient: Professor George Anwar 


 


b. Fall 2011 Officer of the Semester 


Award Recipient: Valerie Chang - External Vice President 


 


c. Spring 2012 Officer of the Semester 


Award Recipient: Michael Nill - External Vice President 


 


IV) Contact Information 


Reporter: Darshan Kasar (Spring 2012 President) 


darshankasar@berkeley.edu 


Chapter Website 


http://pts.berkeley.edu 



mailto:darshankasar@berkeley.edu
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2009 – 2010 


California Pi Omega 


 
A. INITIATIONS  


 
I. Selection Process 


 
Eligibility is extended toward the top third of the senior class in the Mechanical Engineering 
Department and the top fourth of the junior class, as determined by grade point average (GPA) 
and number of completed units. The list of eligible students is obtained during the fourth week of 
the semester. Each student is informed through e-mail about their eligibility. A candidate 
meeting is held to introduce the eligible students to Pi Tau Sigma. During the past year, the 
number of candidates in the chapter has grown from previous years. In the fall semester, we had 
a total of 31 pledges. In the spring semester, we had 22 pledges.  
 


II. Pledge Requirements 


 
The pledging process has been carefully formulated to develop not only engineering skills, but 
also to make each pledge a responsible member of the community and an active participant in the 
group’s undertakings. The pledge requirements are based off a unit system, where each pledge is 
required to accumulate a total of 60 units. The following is the breakdown of the pledge 
requirements during the spring semester. Units are shown in brackets. 
 
Required Events – Attend ALL events: 
� 3/3 Pledge Barbecue  [5] 
� 3/17 General Meeting 1 [5] 
� 4/7 General Meeting 2 [5] 
� 4/21 General Meeting 3 [5] 
� 5/1 Initiation   [5] 
� TBA Big/Little Sibling Event [1] 
 


Outreach – Accumulate 10 units: 
� Berkeley Engineers and Mentors  [5] 
� Discovery Expo   [5] 
� Engineering for Kids (E4K) [5] 
� Pioneers in Engineering (PiE) [5] 
� Mini University   [5] 


Social Activities – Accumulate 15 units: 
� 3/9 Bowling with Giorgio [5] 
� 3/29 Ultimate Frisbee Spectating [5]  
� 4/1 Game Night   [5] 
� 4/3 March Madness Day [5] 
� 4/6 Fenton's Ice Cream Social [10] 
� 4/10 Driving Range  [5] 
� 4/13 Bowling with Giorgio [5] 
� 4/16 Rock Climbing  [10] 
� 4/18 Sailing   [5] 
� 4/23 Movie Night   [5] 
� 4/25 Archery   [10] 
 


 
Pledge Project – 7 units: 
� Exercise design skills and apply theoretical concepts by building a Rube Goldberg machine 
� Film your machine in action: the team with the best machine wins a prize 
 
Required Submissions – 2 units: 
� Resume [1] 
� Three Electronic Copies of Exams [1] 
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III. Pledge Projects 


 
The pledge project requirement is an excellent way for the pledges to demonstrate their 
mechanical engineering skills. Pledges are separated into four teams, each of which is tasked to 
build a semester-long project. In the fall semester, the project is an egg launcher. In the spring, 


the teams built a Rube Goldberg machine. The 
task accomplished by the machine and its 
engineering theme are decided by the teams 
themselves. The projects are judged based on 
aesthetics, creativity, craftsmanship and 
presentation. 
 
At the start of initiation day, a pledge project 
competition judged by the chapter’s project 
officers is held on campus. The team with the 
best project and the most creative YouTube 
video wins a prize. 
 
Videos of all the pledge projects in action can be 
found in the chapter’s YouTube channel, 
www.youtube.com/user/PiTauSigmaBerkeley. 
 


 
IV. Initiation Day Ceremony, Rituals and Celebration 


 
MATLAB Scavenger Hunt 
 
The fall semester of 2009 marked the first use of MATLAB as part of our scavenger hunt in the 
initiation process. Seven stations with computers were set up inside Etcheverry Hall, the 
mechanical engineering building. Questions about Pi Tau Sigma and its history are presented in 
each MATLAB code that the initiates would have to solve. Clues are then given for the location 
of a different station. The culminating clue in the final station leads to the ceremony room. 
 
Ceremony, Elections and Banquet 
 
In the ceremony, initiates are officially welcomed into the Pi Tau Sigma California Pi Omega 
Chapter. Immediately after the ceremony, the new chapter officers were elected. There were 27 
officers in the fall semester, and 31 in the spring semester. At the end of the initiation day, the 
chapter held a dinner banquet where we celebrated the successful semester. We socialized with 
our new members and said our goodbyes to our current graduates, presenting each of them with a 
Pi Tau Sigma stole used for the commencement ceremony. In the process, “Officer of the 
Semester” award is given to the officer who has shown the most dedication to the chapter. 
 
The Fall 2009 initiation was held on December 5, 2009. The Spring 2010 initiation ceremony 
was on May 1, 2010. 
 


The winner of the spring pledge project is the breakfast 


Rube Goldberg machine, capable of serving cereal, toast 


and orange juice. 
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B. CHAPTER ACTIVITIES 


 


I. Industry/Corporate Relations 


 


a. The Pi Tau Sigma Industry Seminar 


 
In the Spring 2010 semester, the chapter organized and hosted a weekly mechanical engineering 
industry seminar. This seminar is a collaboration between the Berkeley Mechanical Engineering 
Department and the Center for Entrepreneurship and Technology. Professionals from mechanical 
engineering-related companies presented their latest projects, company background, and industry 
trends. Speakers represented a variety of fields, including automotive, biomechanics, venture 
capital, and design. The seminar was organized and run by the chapter’s industrial officers. They 
coordinated with the department so that each speaker could meet with the department chair or 
vice chair before speaking. After each seminar, students were given the opportunity to ask the 
speakers questions. 
 
The speakers were found by asking the mechanical engineering faculty for industry connections 
to colleagues and former students. Many of the speakers were Cal Alumni and had personal 
advice for the undergraduate student audience. The seminar was offered as a one unit class and 
had a total enrollment of forty five students, although additional students would sit in for 
speakers of interest. Officers recorded enrollment by posting an online weekly quiz the day 
following each seminar. 
 
The class syllabus and details can be found at the following website: 
http://www.me.berkeley.edu/ME198_56058/industry.  
 
The seminar had speakers from the following companies: 


• Applied Materials – Nir Merry, Managing Director 


• Moog Industrial Group – Michiel Post van der Molen, Site Manager 


• IDEO – Dave Blakely, Senior Director 


• National Instruments – Zach Nelson, Academic Field Engineer Group Manager 


• UC Berkeley Corporate Foundation and Relations – Barbara Blackford, Director of 


Corporate and Founding Relations of the College of Engineering 


• Volkswagen – Prasanth Jeevan, Software Developer & Charles Lee, Research Engineer 


• Lawrence Livermore National Lab – Robert Rudd, Physicist 


• National Semiconductors – Matthew Senesky, Staff Circuit Design Engineer 


• Spinal Kinetics – Elisa Bass, Principal Engineer 


• NDC -  Alan Pelton, Chief Technical Officer 


• X/Seed Capital Management – Michael Borrus, Founding General Partner 
  
Overall the seminar was a success. The Mechanical Engineering Department at UC Berkeley 
expressed interest in working with the chapter to continue to host this seminar for future 
semesters. The ME seminar was a networking opportunity for the Berkeley ME department, the 
companies involved, and the chapter. The seminar also came at very little expense. The speakers 
donated their time and the chapter was able to host the seminars and speakers for free with the 
generous donations from the Mechanical Engineering department for parking passes and 
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refreshments. With feedback from the students, the chapter has future plans to make the seminars 
more interactive with resume and interview workshops. 
 


 
 


Zach Nelson of National Instruments makes a presentation in the UC Berkeley Pi Tau Sigma Industry Seminar. 


 


b. Industry Information Sessions 


 


The chapter hosted three major information sessions. The company sponsors are Chevron, 
Accenture, and Apple. 
 
1.       Chevron: The chapter invited Chevron Petroleum Company for the first info session. Oil 
refinery engineers talked about their daily life as well as an overview of the company as an 
employer (computer presentation). There was also a Q&A session with other Chevron engineers, 
and procedures on how to apply for a job were presented.  The majority of the audience were ME 
students, however the event was open for all majors (mainly engineering).  The number of 
attendees was slightly more than 100 students, and dinner was served during the event. The 
chapter received $2000 in donation. 
 
2.       Accenture: Joint information session done between the PTS chapter and Tau Beta Pi.  A 
human resources recruiter was invited to speak about career opportunities at Accenture 
consulting company for engineers.   The presentation was done in power point, followed by a 
Q&A session.  The chapter advertised the event to ME students and helped organize the event on 
the day.  Approximately 20 students attended the event.  Some refreshments were served.  The 
chapter received $200 in donation. 
 
3.       Apple:  Multiple speakers from Apple Computer Company were invited for an information 
session. They explained their daily life at the company, and showed a PowerPoint presentation 
on some of the engineering highlights at Apple.  They showed a slide of an exploded view of the 
iPhone and a video of the three-point-bending test of the iPhone’s screen, which happens to be 
made of an ultra-flexible ceramic used in windows of fighter jets.  Roughly 100 students 
attended from various departments, and dinner was served.  The chapter received $500 in 
donation. 
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c. IDEO Company Tour 


 


In the spring semester, a company tour to visit the innards of IDEO, a Bay Area design firm, was 
conducted. IDEO is known for their products designs ranging from the shopping-cart-basket 
hybrid to hanging their bicycles on the ceiling. Fifteen slots were offered to chapter members and 
officers to travel to the company headquarters. They explored the quirks and queries of one of 
the most notorious designers of random stuff this side of the Mississippi. We also learned about 
the secrets of what makes a successful firm, a powerful design, and what it's like to be creepy 
and elitist at the same time. This IDEO trip is the first of our planned company tours in the 
future. 
 


 


II. Outreach Programs and Community Service 


 


The chapter requires its initiates to complete at least six hours of outreach and community 
service. Outreach efforts were focused on introducing engineering and science concepts to young 
students through hands-on activities and lessons. In addition to outreach events (summarized 
below) the  chapter is a co-founder of B.E.A.M., Berkeley Engineers and Mentors, an effort to 
provide supplemental hands-on science lessons to elementary and high school students in 
Berkeley and Oakland. 
  
BEAM mentors and Pi Tau Sigma initiates taught science lessons to over 80 students at eight 
different schools in the East Bay. Lessons ranged from water-rocket dynamics and bridge 
building to Rube Goldberg machines. BEAM is supported by the Mechanical Engineering 
department, the Chemical Engineering department, the Engineers Students Council, Cal Corps, 
Cal Teach, and the Associated Students of the University of California. For next year, we are 
applying for funding from the Clinton Global Initiative to help expand our efforts. 
  


In addition to BEAM, California Pi 
Omega chapter members and initiates 
volunteered as mentors at outreach events 
on campus. At Engineering for Kids Day 
(E4K), mentors taught elementary school 
students (4th to 6th graders) about 
dynamics and engineering design in the 
context of an egg-drop competition. 
Mentors also volunteered their time at the 
Discovery Expo where 4th to 8th graders 
learned science concepts through hands-
on activity stations. At Mini-University, 
an outreach event organized by Society of 
Women Engineers, PTS mentors taught 
high school students about fluid statics 
and stability while students built and 
tested self-propelled boats with limited 
materials. 


E4K volunteers introduce students to the wonders of engineering. 
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III. Social Activities 


 


The social activities the chapter hosts are open to all members of the chapter. The following are 
some of the highlights from the previous year. 


• Intersociety sports event with XE (Chi Epsilon) 
o Created to build a stronger relationship between the two societies 
o Enabled the chapter to show its pride by winning a king of the hill sports event. 


• Movie Night with Tau Beta Pi 
• Ice Cream Social 
• Rock Climbing in Berkeley Ironworks 
• Sailing the San Francisco Bay with the Cal Sailing Club 
• Archery training with the Cal Archery Club 
• Other sporting events like a trip to the golf driving range, bowling, and cheering on the Pi 


Tau Sigma Ultimate Frisbee team. 


A social pledge requirement the chapter holds is the Big/Little Sibling event. It is a means of 
breaking the barrier between officers and pledges. An officer volunteers to take a pledge as a 
little brother or sister and helps him/her throughout the pledging period. This enables the chapter 
officers to interact more with the pledges and find out if there could be any changes that can be 
made to improve the pledging process. 
 
 


IV. The M.E. Department Town Hall Meeting 


 
Every semester, our chapter of Pi Tau Sigma coordinates with the Mechanical Engineering 
department to organize an M.E. Town hall event, a forum through which the undergraduate 
student body at UC Berkeley is given an opportunity to effectively share their concerns, praises, 
and advice to faculty who have the means to effect change. Students are initially given a survey 
containing questions regarding the following matters:  
 


• Facilities – study halls, hours, accommodations  


• Classes – value, significance, improvements  


• Professors – caliber, cordiality  


• Events – career fairs, seminars, faculty dinners  
 
Comprehensive representation of all classes and years within the curricula is very important - the 
more feedback we receive, the louder such concerns resonate within the movements of the ME 
department. After the results are submitted, our officers compile the data in development of both 
graphical and qualitative items of interest to bring to the department’s attention. We then host the 
townhall itself, inviting any and all to attend, in pursuit of establishing a handful of action items 
to improve upon within the department. The Department Chairs who are present address the 
student’s concerns, and coordinate with our officers after the event to ensure change is in 
progress. This is the student body’s chance to have their voice heard, and affect the future of 
Mechanical Engineering education here at UC Berkeley. Pi Tau Sigma facilitates this 
opportunity, and has brought about such improvements in service of our student body:  
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• Increased integrity of “graduate student instructor” selection  


• Removed/added appropriate classes within the department  


• Acquired better computer room & student lounge accommodations  


• Improved exposure of ME representation within engineering career fairs  
 


 


V. Undergraduate Advising Day 


 


Every semester, the mechanical engineering department hosts an undergraduate advising day, 
which was founded by our chapter. The chapter officers and members always volunteer to be a 
part of it. We set up our own student table, so undergraduate students are able to get advice on 
classes and extracurricular activities.  
We also assist the faculty and staff with paperwork and logistics. 
 
In addition, and in collaboration with ASME, the chapter hosts an advising week. Students who 
are in the process of class selection are encouraged to stop by the student lounge to meet with 
one of the chapter officers to ask questions about the right classes to take and to get their 
curriculum questions answered. 
 
 


VI. Fundraisers 


 
One of our fundraising events in the past year is a monthly barbecue on campus. While providing 
passersby with lunch and earning a little money in return, the barbecues also served as a way to 
get the chapter recognized by other Berkeley students. Also, we garner funds through the help of 
our information sessions. Various companies donate to our chapter for our services in hosting the 
sessions. 
 
 


VII. Chapter Meetings 


 
Three general meetings are held each semester. The theme of the first general meeting is to show 
the professional side of Pi Tau Sigma. We invite a professor to talk about and present their 
current research to the chapter. The second general meeting is a socializing meeting. It is 
icebreaker question and answer session, where officers and pledges share their distinctive traits. 
In the third general meeting, the chapter presents a closer look at the tasks and benefits of 
becoming a chapter officer. Our activities committee ensures that food is served in each meeting. 
 
Our weekly officer meetings are conducted each Wednesday night. The chapter president always 
recaps the activities and projects of the past week. The pledge progress is discussed in detail, and 
all the officers talk about plans for the next week and beyond. 
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VIII. Officer Retreat and Officer Culture Nights 


 


In the beginning of each semester, the chapter officers spend a weekend on a retreat. It’s the 
biggest social gathering among the officers, and lets the newly elected officers get to know each 
other more in a social setting. Depending on the semester, activities include camping, canoeing, 
hiking and skiing. The Fall Officer Retreat was in scorching hot Lake Folsom, California. The 
Spring Semester Officer Retreat was in snowy South Lake Tahoe, Nevada. 
 


In addition, every Friday the chapter sets up an officer dinner. Branded our “Officer Culture 
Nights,” we visit different restaurants every week in the Bay Area and try different types of 
authentic cuisine. It’s our effort to take pleasure in the different cultures in Berkeley while 
enjoying the company of fellow officers. 


 


 
 


Some of the chapter officers built a snowman during the Spring 2010 retreat in Lake Tahoe. 


 


IX. Convention Participation 


 
The chapter president and vice president attended the Pi Tau Sigma National Convention in 
Texas Tech University last February. As first time attendees, they learned quite a big deal about 
the national chapter, green engineering, and Robert’s Rules of Order. They also made friends 
from other chapters along the way. 
 
 
C. OTHER INFORMATION 
 
The Chapter Website and Wiki Page 


 
A major upheaval of the UC Berkeley Pi Tau Sigma website was made during the past year. The 
chapter is very proud of its website. Now, the website enables officers to track and update the 
pledge requirement progress of each pledge throughout the semester. In addition, each officer is 
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given the ability to post news items, edit event details, and add media files and slideshows on the 
website. The chapter website address is http://pts.berkeley.edu. 
 
In addition, in the spring semester, we created a Pi Tau Sigma Wiki. While still a work in 
progress, the Wiki is a great tool for outgoing officers to pass on valuable information to the 
newly elected officers. The California Pi Omega wiki page is found in 
http://sites.google.com/site/berkeleypts. 
 
 


Plans for the 2010-2011 School Year 


 
The chapter will continue to host the already established mechanical engineering industry 
seminar and volunteer in undergraduate advising. This time, our industry seminar will be more 
focused on industry workshops such as resume building and mock interviews. In addition, the 
chapter will also host information sessions sponsored by various companies and plan another 
tour of a Silicon Valley company. 
 
Intersociety events will be an area of focus of the chapter. We plan to host social activities with 
Chi Epsilon, the civil engineering honor society, and increase our involvement with the annual 
Engineering Week in Berkeley. We will also continue to expand our outreach and community 
service programs with BEAM and E4K. 
 
The chapter will also continue to improve the website and Wiki page, adding pertinent files and 
information to aid in the transition of responsibilities between incoming and outgoing officers. 
 
 
2010 Graduates 


 


Aaron Alpert – pursuing MS in UC Berkeley 
Morad Alvarez – pursuing MS/PhD in UCLA 
Rahul Barwani – pursuing MS in UC Berkeley 
McKay Hansen – pursuing MS in UC Berkeley 
Justin Legg – pursuing MS in UC Irvine 
Tony Liu – pursuing MS in Stanford University 
Kevin Ma – pursuing MS in Harvard University 
Somi Park – plans unknown 
Ajay Patel – pursuing MS in the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor 
Caleb Royer – pursuing MS in Georgia Tech University 
Robyn Shaffer – plans unknown 
Michael Yu – pursuing MS in UC Berkeley 
Kelly Zhang – pursuing MS in UC Berkeley 
Jonathan Brown – plans unknown 
Giorgio De Vera – pursuing PhD in UC Berkeley 
Martin Wissink – pursuing PhD in the University of Wisconsin 
Sam Woodard – plans unknown 
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Awards and Recognitions 


 


2010 Excellence in Teaching Award 
Professor James Casey 
 
Fall 2009 Officer of the Semester 
Morad Alvarez – Vice President 
 
Spring 2010 Officer of the Semester 
Tony Liu – Industrial Relations Chair 
 
 
Contact Information 


 


Reporter 
Giorgio De Vera (Spring 2010 President) 
gtdevera@me.berkeley.edu 
 
Chapter Website 
http://pts.berkeley.edu 
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1 Initiations


1.1 Selection Process


The California Pi Omega chapter extends eligibility towards the top third of the senior
class and the top fourth of the junior class in the Mechanical Engineering Department, as
determined by grade point average (GPA) and number of completed credits at the university.
The official requirement for junior standing is at least 60 credits and for senior standing
it is 90 credits. The list of eligible students is delivered by the College of Engineering
through Engineering Student Services between the fourth and fifth week of each semester
and the qualified candidates are notified immediately of their eligibility by the External Vice
President. A candidate meeting is held on the first Wednesday after the list is released to
introduce these candidates to Pi Tau Sigma and inform them of the benefits of joining the
society. In the fall of 2013 there were 12 candidates who crossed and became members; in
the spring of 2014 there were 8.


1.2 Pledge Requirements


As in the past, the pledge process consists of several required meetings, two outreach events,
two to three social activities, the pledge project, various required submissions, and dues.
These requirements are outlined at the candidate meeting and included in the candidate
packet as shown below. The terminology was recently changed to points in order to avoid
any confusion with the term units which is used by the university to designate relative class
workload.


Required Events- Attend ALL events:
10/12 Pledge Barbeque [5]
10/23 General Meeting 1 [5]
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11/6 General Meeting 2 [5]
11/20 General Meeting 3 [5]
12/7 Initiation [5]
TBD Big/Little Sibling Event [1]


Outreach Accumulate 10 points:
10/19 Berkeley Marina Clean Up [5]
11/16 Explore Engineering [5]
TBA Berkeley Food and Housing Project [5]
TBA More to be scheduled! [5]


Social Activities Accumulate 15 points:
10/16 Big C/Indian Rock Hike [5]
10/26 Engineering Sports Night [5]
10/30 Fentons Ice Cream [5]
11/7 Bowling Night [5]
11/1 Pyramid/Trumer Brewery Tour [5]
11/15 Rock Climbing [5]
11/18 Ice Skating in SF [5]
12/2 Winter Social/Destress [5]
12/4 Movie Night [5]


Pledge Project 6 points:
Submission of concept sketches by GM1 [1]
CAD model or low fidelity prototype by GM2 [1]
Evidence of near completion and testing by GM3 [1]
Project challenge on initiation day [3]


Student Services 5 points:
Submit a course review from the SR approved classes list [2]
Three Electronic Copies of Exams [3]


Required Submissions 1 points:
Resume [1]


Dues requirement to become a member (pay to the Treasurer)


1.3 Pledge Project


As mentioned in the previous section, the pledges are required to work on a project through-
out the course of the semester. These projects are always of an engineering nature and allow
the pledges to develop and showcase their mechanical engineering skill sets. On the day of
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the pledge barbecue, pledges are separated into teams of four and are presented with an
overview of the project, including rules and requirements. They then have until initiation
to design, build, and test their engineering devices; their progress is monitored with regular
check-ins and presentations to the Pledge Projects Committee or the society as a whole. In
the fall the project was to build a non-mechanically powered battle bot (i.e. rubber bands)
and see which team’s bot could survive the longest. In the spring the project was to build
a projectile launcher (at the final challenge the projectile was a water balloon) to shoot the
projectile at a given target.


Figure 1: Pledges demonstrating their projectile launchers at the culmination of the Pledge
Project


1.4 Initiation Day Ceremony, Rituals and Celebration


Pledge Project Competition:
The pledge project competition is hosted on the day of initiation early in the morning. The
members of the Pledge Project Committee serve as the official judges and award points based
on aesthetics, creativity, craftsmanship, performance, and each groups presentation of their
project. The team with the highest scoring project is awarded a prize either a T-shirt or
small trophy. The competition runs for about an hour.


MATLAB Scavenger Hunt:
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One of Pi Omegas unique characteristics is the scavenger hunt portion of the initiation,
which has been honed and perfected since its introduction. The scavenger hunt consists of
six stations inside the mechanical engineering building which the pledges must find by using
clues provided to them. At each station they are presented with a computer running MAT-
LAB and must answer questions about Pi Tau Sigma, UC Berkeley, and basic mechanical
engineering concepts. Upon giving the correct answer, they are given a clue for the next
station and are ultimately given a final clue which leads them to the ceremony room for the
official initiation ritual. The scavenger hunt portion of the initiation usually lasts two hours
depending on how well the pledges remember engineering and physics equations.


Ceremony, Elections, and Banquet:
Pledges are inducted into the society according to the official rituals of the national chapter.
Once all have crossed, they are taught the societal handshake, then shake hands with each
officer and sign the Pi Omega roll book. After a ten minute break officer elections begin and
generally last about half an hour. In the fall of 2013 the society had 31 officers and in the
spring of 2014 it had 27. Once the officer corps for the next semester is elected, photos are
taken of the pledge class and the outgoing officers. After adjourning and recuperating for
several hours, all officers and new members meet for the end of semester banquet at a local
restaurant in the city of Berkeley. In both Fall 2013 and Spring 2014 the banquet was held at
Racha Cafe. Several hours of jovial, yet nostalgic socializing are followed by a speech from
the outgoing President who then names the winner of the Officer of the Semester award,
which is given to the officer who has demonstrated commitment to the society above and
beyond the requirements of their position. Afterwards all graduating members are asked
to stand and reveal their future plans, after which they are applauded and are bid many a
tearful goodbye. The fall 2013 initiation was held on December 7 and in the spring of 2013
it was held on May 3.
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Figure 2: Officers pose for a final photo after Spring 2014 Initiation


2 Chapter Activities


2.1 Industrial Relations


2.1.1 Mechanical Engineering Career Fair


Due to UC Berkeley’s proximity to Silicon Valley, the career fairs hosted through the Career
Center for engineers tend to be dominated by companies looking to hire students studying
computer science or electrical engineering. Therefore, we host a career fair every year for
companies interested in hiring mechanical engineering interns and graduates. Over ten com-
panies attended last year’s fair, including Microsoft, General Motors, Chevron, and British
Petroleum. It was also well attended by the student body and many companies that at-
tended later informed us that they were very pleased at the number of students they were
able to recruit through the Mechanical Engineering Career Fair.
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2.1.2 Infosessions


In addition to the mechanical engineering career fair that was hosted in the fall, PTS also
organized recruiting sessions for Apple, the CIA, and Alloy Product Development to have
another opportunity to meet students. Representatives from companies generally speak
to students for approximately an hour about the company, the different opportunities for
mechanical engineers, as well as the perks of being an employee at his or her company. The
presentations are generally followed by a 30 minute question and answer period, after which
students have the opportunity to speak with the recruiters directly about their qualifications
and submit their resumes. Most infosessions were attended by approximately 30-40 students,
with a few infosessions seeing upwards of 80-100 students attend, like the one organized for
Apple. While these events are intended for mechanical engineering students, they are also
promoted in the engineering community as a whole in order to benefit all students.


2.2 Outreach


2.2.1 Explore Engineering


This past year we hosted our second annual Explore Engineering event, a half day of activities
for middle school students to garner their interest in STEM fields. We invite organizations
and students from around campus to demo their past projects, such as robotics, or perform
experiments. We then give the students a 5 minute lecture on an Engineering topic in an
easy to understand manner, and then give the students a thirty minute activity in which
they apply the concepts from the lecture. Activities are competitions and done in groups,
to increase student enthusiasm. We then follow this up with another five minute lecture and
thirty minute group competition. This year the activities were egg drop and bridge building
activities.


2.3 Social Activities


In order to strengthen the bonds within PTS, all chapter members are invited to attend the
social events that are required for pledges; most often officers and pledges will attend two
or three. Some of the activities are mentioned in the pledge requirements section, but the
following is a summary of the most popular events of the past academic year.


• Engineering Sports Night - Collaboration with Tau Beta Pi


• Fenton’s Ice Cream Social


• Rock Climbing at Bridges Rock Gym


• Attending Cal sporting events


• Big C Hike
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• Pyramid Brewery Tour


• Movie Night


• Bowling at Albany Bowl


Figure 3: Photograph from Bowling Social Event


2.4 Student Relations


2.4.1 Mechanical Engineering Department Town Hall


The chapter once again organized and hosted this semesterly forum for students to express
their concerns to the department and for the department to discuss its future plans with the
students. The turnout was on the order of 40-50 students and 10-15 faculty / staff members.
Typically the Chair of the Department and the Vice-Chair of Instruction attend, as well
as involved members of the department. The theme for the spring Town Hall was Machine
Shop Space, Facilities Access, and new curriculum for the Jacobs Institute of Design. In
the spring, Pi Tau Sigma co-hosted the Town Hall meeting with the Mechanical Engineering
Transfer Student Union. The end of the meeting was an open forum for transfer students to
address issues specifically related to transfer students.
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2.4.2 Mentorship Program


This year PTS continued its summer mentorship program, in which our officers are matched
with incoming freshman and transfer Mechanical Engineering students to be their mentors
and answer their questions in order to ease their transition into the rigor of Berkeley’s
Mechanical Engineering program. We have had a lot of success with the program, with
many officers continuing their relationships with their mentees well beyond the summer and
being a source of continuous advice. Last summer we had over fifty people sign up, and
expect even more this summer.


2.4.3 Tutoring Hours


Every week for the last two semesters PTS has hosted three hours aimed at providing students
with tutoring in all core Mechanical Engineering classes and many electives, as well as
mentorship in regards to graduate school, research, internships, and selecting classes. These
are meant to be open hours, where students can ask questions about any course from our
tutors.


2.5 General Meetings


There are three general meetings (GMs) each semester; officer and pledge attendance is
required. The first meeting focuses on the professionalism of the society, so usually a professor
will speak about his or her research, path to becoming a professor at Berkeley, or any topic
of choice. The second meeting is intended to make pledges and officers mingle and get to
know each other better. This is the fun GM and usually consists of a chapter-wide building
project or ice breaker activity. In Spring 2014 this activity was a balloon tower competition.
The third meeting has changed over the semesters, but usually involves another professor
giving a talk to PTS Members. In Spring 2014 the theme of the meeting was Graduate
School Applications. At the end of the third general meeting, the External Vice President
prepares a photo slide show of the current officers detailing each officer’s nickname. The
pledges are encouraged to memorize the nicknames as this is part of the MATLAB scavenger
hunt that they will complete at initiation.


2.6 Officer Retreats


The officer retreat occurs at the beginning of each semester and is an opportunity for the
new officers to integrate into the society, thus improving chapter cohesion. It is also a lot of
fun and usually consists of a road trip to a state or national park. The fall semester officer
retreat was held at Yosemite, where the officers stargazed at the cabin, hiked the Vernal
Falls trail, and enjoyed a home-cooked meal from veteran officers. The spring semester
retreat was held in Lake Tahoe, as is the custom, and officers enjoyed a zip-line adventure
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course, snowball fighting, snowman/snow angel building, Settlers of Catan, and once again
a delicious home-cooked meal from veteran officers.


Figure 4: Officers pose for a photo at the Fall 2013 retreat in Yosemite


2.7 Convention Participation


This year our chapter ran into funding issues and was unable to send members to the
convention in Texas. We look forward to being able to attend next year’s convention in the
Spring!


3 Other


3.1 Website


Our chapter has a dedicated website for chapter-related business. Some key features allow
pledges to access their information and track their pledge progress. Additionally, members
and pledges are allowed to RSVP to social events to that the coordinating officers have a
head count prior to an event. The website is also the host to our extensive Mechanical
Engineering Test Bank. Our chapter has been maintaining a test bank of past exams as a
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study resource for students. Only exams that have been approved by instructors are uploaded
to this test bank. Additionally, the test bank recently transitioned from being only visible
to PTS members to being publicly viewable. Lastly, the website has a media gallery so that
anyone can view pictures from previous events.


3.2 2014 Graduates


Chiang, Kyle - Pursuing MS in Electrical Engineering at Stanford
Dave, Neil - Employed at General Motors
Lee, HoSeok - Employed at Ford
Lee, Timothy - Pursuing PhD at Georgia Tech
Mathew, Melbin - Employed at Schlumberger
Mohal, Monica - Employed at Ford
Tang, Alexander - Employed at Boeing
Teh, Su - Pursuing MS at UC Berkeley
Tiwari, Sawan - Pursuing MS at UCLA
Venkatesh, Sunita - Pursuing MS at UC Berkeley
Williams, Dodge - Employed at Enercon Energy Systems


4 Contact Information


Reporter: Monica Mohal (Spring 2014 President)
m.mohal@berkeley.edu


Chapter Website:
http://pts.berkeley.edu
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California Pi Omega 
University of California, Berkeley, California 


Chartered May 14, 1949. Number 49. 
 
Goals for 2008-2009 


This year, the California Pi Omega chapter 
plans to: 
-Increase initiation size and member 
participation 
  -Become more involved as a liaison 
between the students of the ME 
department, and the department itself 
  -Participate and host in outreach activities 
  -Provide stimulus for pledges to get into 
research, industry, or reach out to the 
community 


Activities 
In early March, we organized a Mechanical 
Engineering townhall meeting meant to bring 
up issues students had with the department, 
with the hope that changes would be made. 
We gathered surveys from mechanical 
engineering undergraduates to present to the 
faculty, with questions covering what electives 
students wanted to take, the need for a 
mechanical engineering lounge, and the 
request for Professor evaluations to be 
available for students to see.  
The chapter also founded ME advising day 
during which students, if they wished, could 
go over their next semesters course schedule 
with a fellow undergraduate, and be cleared to 
sign up for those classes, instead of the more 
complicated process of completing this task 
with a professor. 
The chapter co-hosted Engineering for Kids 
day, a program that introduces 4th and 6th 
grade students to engineering through different 
activities, such as Lego Mindstorms. 
The chapter participated in many other 
community service programs, such as 
Berkeley project, an all day event where the 
chapter goes out to different locations 
throughout Berkeley and performs tasks such 
as cleaning up grafitti, weeding gardens, 
building paths, painting schools. Our chapter 
also goes out to local middle schools to tutor 
and mentor kids. 
Our chapters pledge process pushes our 
pledges to make contacts in industry, get 
involved in research, get their hands dirty in a 
design project, or further delve into outreach, 
specifically through our pledge projects. These 
projects are semester long group projects that 
have final goals to bring about these results. 


Graduates 
Giorgio De Vera – Pursing Masters Degree at 


UCB 
Jeff Yen – Pursuing Masters Degree at 


Georgia Tech 
Perry Johnson – Pursuing Ph.D at UCLA 
Roy Lee – Pursuing Masters Degree at UCB 
Sam Woodard – Pursuing Masters Degree at 


UCB 
Tony Mercer – Pursuing Masters Degree at 


UCB 
Bin Zhang - Pursuing Masters Degree at UCB 
Martin Wissink - Pursuing Masters Degree at 


UCB 
Stephen Wyszomirski – Plans unknown 
Andres Hoffman – Pursuing Masters Degree at 


UCB 
Miguel Christophy - Pursuing Masters Degree 


at UCB 
Albert Cheng - Pursuing Masters Degree at 


University of Illinois 
Dillon Sims – Plans unknown 
Jonathan Brown - Pursuing Masters Degree at 


UCB 
Bernard Carreon - Pursuing Masters Degree at 


UCB 
 
 


Awards & Recognition 
Dr. Benson Tongue – Professor of the Year, 


Spring 2009 
 


Names of New Members 
Fall 2008 Pledges 


Aaron Alpert Jozef Matlak 
Morad Alvarez Tony Mercer 
Rahul Barwani Somi Park 
David Caso Christopher Pasma 
Justin Chen Daniel Pfaff 
Jared Farr Samuel Robinson 
Matthew Farrell Dillon Simms 
David Gunther Sarah Stern  
Mckay Hansen Tom Stroberg 
John Hawkins Calvin Teng 
Cherub Kim Jessica Wan 
Justin Legg Haoyu Wang 
Justin Leong Stephen Wyszomirski 
Tony Liu Ivana Yi 
Kevin Ma Michael Yu 


Spring 2009 Pledges 
  Suraj Bhogal                Felicia Leung 
    Douglas Fabini             Brian Mahlstedt 
  Michele Fitzhugh                        Randy Mallari 
  Chin Fong               Robyn Shaffer 
   Jim Gao      Kevin Wiramihardja 
  Myles Irabarne     Kelly Zhang 







Transfer of Responsibilities 
We held individual meetings between past and 
present officers to pass on pertinent 
information as well as discuss problems 
incurred and areas to improve upon in the 
following years. This has an unwritten 
requirement for the past few years for the Pi 
Omega chapter. 


Plans for 2009-2010 
Next year, we plan to have a larger impact on 
the ME department than we have ever had 
before in the form of setting up the 
department’s first ever career fair with only 
ME companies, as well as start an ME specific 
orientation for incoming freshman that, along 
with checkpoints, will allow incoming 
students to succeed and learn from the 
mistakes of past Berkeley graduates.  
 
We also plan on continuing to participate in 
various community service projects both, as 
well as helping pledges to become better 
leaders through different pledge projects and 
an intensive pledge process. 


Chapter Officers Fall 2009 
President Ajay Patel 
Internal Vice President Rahul Barwani  
External Vice President Morad Alvarez 
Treasurer Robyn Shaffer 
Secretary Jozef Matlak 
Activities Chair Michael Yu 
Activities Justin Legg 
Activities Jina Wang 
Activities Ivani Yi 
Industrial Liaison Sarah Stern 
Industrial Liaison Tony Liu 
Industrial Liaison Jonathan Brown 
Industrial Liaison Kelly Zhang 
Outreach Calvin Teng  
Outreach Wylie Stroberg Ty Parker 
Outreach Myles Iribarne 
Outreach Michele Fitzhugh Landon Fischer 
Publicity Sam Woodard 
Historian Suraj Bhogal 
Web Designer Somi Park 
Student Adviser Martin Wissink 
Student Adviser Tony Mercer 
Student Adviser Giorgio De Vera 
Student Adviser Aaron Alpert 
Pledge Projects Brian Mahlstedt 
Pledge Projects Randy Mallari 
Pledge Projects Jim Gao 


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Benson Tongue 


Contact Information 
http://www.pts.berkeley.edu 


adpatel@berkeley.edu 
Reporter 


Ajay Patel 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2016 – 2017 


California Pi Omega 


 


A. INITIATIONS 


I. Selection Process 


The California Pi Omega chapter extends eligibility towards the top third of the senior class and 


the top fourth of the junior class in the Mechanical Engineering Department, as determined by 


grade point average (GPA) and number of completed credits at the university. The official 


requirement for junior standing is at least 60 credits and for senior standing it is 90 credits. The 


list of eligible students is delivered by the College of Engineering between the fourth and fifth 


week of each semester and the qualified candidates are notified immediately of their eligibility 


by the External Vice President. A candidate meeting is held to introduce these candidates to Pi 


Tau Sigma and inform them of the benefits of joining the society. In the fall of 2016 there were 


13 candidates who crossed and became members; in the spring of 2017 there were 8. 


II. Pledge Requirements 


As in the past, the pledge process consists of several required meetings, two outreach events, two 


to three social activities, the pledge project, various required submissions, and dues. These 


requirements are outlined at the candidate meeting and included in the candidate packet as shown 


below (in the candidate packet from Fall, 2016). 


 







 


III. Pledge Projects 


As mentioned in the previous section, the pledges are required to work on a project throughout 


the course of the semester. These projects are always of an engineering nature and allow the 


pledges to develop and showcase their mechanical engineering skill sets. On the day of the 


pledge barbecue, pledges are separated into teams of four and are presented with an overview of 


the project, including rules and requirements. They then have until initiation to design, build, and 


test their engineering devices; their progress is monitored with regular check-ins and 


presentations to the Pledge Projects Committee or the society as a whole. In the fall the project 


was to build a paper/bottle rocket which could launch and aim at a specified target. In the spring 


the project was to build a Rube Goldberg machine inside a cardboard box that would transport a 


ping pong ball from the bottom corner of the box to the opposite top corner of the box. 


IV. Initiation Day Ceremony Rituals, and Celebration 


Pledge Project Competition 


The pledge project competition is hosted on the day of initiation early in the morning. The 


members of the Pledge Project Committee serve as the official judges and award points based on 


aesthetics, creativity, craftsmanship, performance, and each group’s presentation of their project. 


The competition runs for about an hour. 


 


MATLAB Scavenger Hunt 


One of Pi Omega’s unique characteristics is the scavenger hunt portion of the initiation, which 


has been honed and perfected since its introduction eight years ago. The scavenger hunt consists 


of seven stations inside the mechanical engineering building which the pledges must find by 


using clues provided to them. At each station they are presented with a computer running Matlab 


and must answer questions about Pi Tau Sigma, UC Berkeley, and basic mechanical engineering 


concepts. Upon giving the correct answer, they are given a clue for the next station and are 


ultimately given a final clue which leads them to the ceremony room for the official initiation 


ritual. The scavenger hunt portion of the initiation usually lasts two hours depending on how well 


the pledges remember engineering and physics equations. 


 


Ceremony, Elections, and Banquet 


Pledges are inducted into the society according to the official rituals of the national chapter. 


Once all have crossed, they are taught the societal handshake, then shake hands with each officer 


and sign the Pi Omega roll book. After a ten minute break officer elections begin and generally 


last one hour. In the fall of 2016 the society had 32 officers and in the spring of 2017 it had 37. 


Once the officer corps for the next semester is elected, photos are taken of the pledge class and 


the current officers. 


After adjourning and recuperating for several hours, all officers and new members meet for the 


end of semester banquet at a local restaurant in the city of Berkeley. Afterwards all graduating 







members are asked to stand and reveal their future plans, after which they are applauded and are 


bid many a tearful goodbye. The fall 2016 initiation was held on December 3rd and in the spring 


of 2017 it was held on April 29th. 


 


Initiation Fall 2016 


 


B. CHAPTER ACTIVITIES 


I. Industrial Relations 


a. Mechanical Engineering Career Fair 


Being an honor society chapter, one of our main goals is to improve access to career 


opportunities for Berkeley engineering students. Each fall semester, our officer core hosts the 


annual UC Berkeley Mechanical Engineering Career Fair; the event is generally held during the 


second week of September. Companies set up tables along our “breezeway”, and students will 


line up to talk with companies that they choose. Recruiting is done for both internships as well as 


full-time positions. The event generally signifies the kick-off of the fall recruiting season; the 


official UC Berkeley, 3-day campus career fair is not until the week afterwards. Thus, this is the 


first opportunity for many students and corporate representatives to interface. Accordingly, the 







event is treated very seriously – automotive companies will bring out their latest models of cars 


to show off, and the estimated student attendance rate is approaching 1,000. 


This past Fall 2016, a total of 6 companies attended – Boeing, General Motors, Ford, Chevron, 


Intuitive Surgical, and Alloy Product Development. The planning for the Fall 2017 career fair 


has already been underway for weeks, with an expected company attendance list in the 15-25 


range. 


b. Information Sessions 


These events, hosted mainly in the fall semester, are opportunities for companies to recruit on 


campus. Representatives come speak to students for roughly an hour about the type of work their 


companies engage in, as well as employee benefits. Students then have the opportunity to ask 


questions, then line up to speak to the recruiters personally and give their resumes. This past year 


the chapter hosted info sessions for Chevron, General Motors, iDTech, and SkyRyse.  


c. Boeing Trip 


This Spring 2017, Boeing has sponsored it’s annual “Boeing Day”, in which the company 


sponsors 4 PTS members to travel to its Everett, Washington facility for its executive tour. The 


PTS members are selected by an application process, with PTS facilitating the process. The final 


chosen members to go on the Boeing Day trip are selected by Boeing, and are given a stipend for 


transportation and hotel costs. A number of other UC Berkeley engineering student groups also 


organizes a similar funded trip, and the aggregate of chosen students travel to the facility 


together. 


The event was very well-received, with both PTS and Boeing happy with the results and looking 


forward to a continued partnership as well as future events. The tour members were able to speak 


with top Boeing executives, and were also able to explore the Seattle area in addition to the 


Boeing facility. A picture of the PTS members that went on the trip is shown below. 


 


2017 PTS Boeing Day Attendees 







II. ME Department Town Hall Meeting 


The chapter once again organized and hosted this semesterly forum for students to express their 


concerns to the department and for the department to discuss its future plans with the students. A 


survey was first sent to all students in the department to assess the different issues that are 


important to address. About 100 students respond to the survey each semester. The turnout of the 


town hall was on the order of 30-40 students and 10-15 faculty / staff members. Typically the 


Chair of the Department and the Vice-Chair of Instruction attend, as well as involved members 


of the department. Town Hall has spurred a number of important changes in the department, 


including changes in course requirements, reconstruction of core classes, the addition of more 


study spaces, expanding the list of classes that fulfill the quantitative science requirement, among 


many other improvements. 


III. Outreach Programs and Community Service 


In accordance with their requirements, all pledges must participate in two community service 


events the semester they pledge. These are detailed below. 


a. Berkeley Project 


 


This is UC Berkeley’s semesterly volunteer work day. Hundreds of student groups show up to 


volunteer at sites around the campus and around the city of Berkeley. Activities include cleaning 


up gardens, cleaning up the Berkeley Strawberry Creek, and maintaining the Berkeley Marina. 


The Pi Omega chapter fielded pledges and members for both the Fall 2016 and Spring 2017 Cal 


Days. 


 


b. SWE Science Saturday 


The UC Berkeley chapter of SWE (Society of Women Engineers) hosts Saturday events for 


elementary and junior high age children. The events aim to “to engage kids in the learning 


process, show how engineering applies to their everyday lives, better inform them about what 


engineers do, and give them something productive and enjoyable to do on a Saturday.” Each 


semester, the Pi Omega chapter sends pledges and members to help out with the event. 


c. Mini-University 


Mini-University (MiniU) is another program put on by the UC Berkeley SWE chapter, but the 


target is for high school students. Students are invited to the campus to experience a day in the 


life of a UC Berkeley engineering student. Pi Omega pledges and members volunteer to take a 


student along with them for the day, and to show them what an engineering student really does 


throughout a regular school day. 


d. Berkeley Marina Cleanup 


Every month, volunteers are invited to help keep the Berkeley Marina (which is Berkeley’s 


entrance to the San Francisco Bay). Pi Omega typically fields 3-10 pledges and members to help 


in the effort each semester. 


 


 







e. Challah for Hunger 


The Berkeley Hillel is the campus’ center for Jewish life. The Challah for Hunger is an event that 


invites outside members every Thursday to come in and help make traditional challah bread. The 


bread is then sold to help support the Hillel’s operational funds. Pi Omega typically fields 5-15 


pledges and members, up to 2 times each semester. 


f. Cal Day Cleanup 


Cal Day is a Student Relations activity which will be described in detail later in this document, 


as a Student Relations event. After the event, Pi Omega members will help in the effort to clean 


up tables, banners and other items used for the day’s events. 


IV. Student Relations 


The Student Relations Committee is responsible for providing help and opportunities for all 


students in the Mechanical Engineering Department. 


a. Tutoring/Officer Hours 


The primary function of the Student Relations Committee is to provide academic support to non-


PTS members in the form of homework help and exam tutoring. Tutoring is offered every day 


for two hours and students can come get help on any core mechanical engineering course, and 


some electives depending on the officer tutoring.   


b. Freshman Mentoring Program 


One of the student benefits offered by the committee is a program to mentor incoming freshman 


and junior transfers to help them ease into Berkeley engineering. Students who sign up to receive 


a mentor are paired with chapter officers and members, who maintain email contact throughout 


the semester and even meet in person to discuss and give advice on academics, extra-curriculars, 


class registration, student life, and any other topic the mentee would like to discuss.  


 c. Review Sessions 


The Student Relations Committee is also responsible for holding review sessions before exams 


in the core mechanical engineering courses. The committee contacts professors of these courses 


to gain approval to hold a review session, get the exam dates, and learn what material will be 


covered on the exam. An officer that knows the course material well then prepares notes and 


practice problems for the review session. The committee contacts the professor to advertise the 


review session to the students in that class. The review sessions are always very full of students. 


The committee typically conducts review sessions for solid mechanics, fluid mechanics, 


thermodynamics, controls, behavior of materials, and dynamics. 


 d. Cal Day 


Cal Day is UC Berkeley’s annual open house and welcome for admitted students, in an effort to 


attract students to enroll for the fall. The mechanical engineering student groups showcase their 


projects and activities on this day. The Pi Omega chapter helps with the Mechanical Engineering 


administrative staff, and also provides answers for general questions that admitted students and 


their families may have.  







 


 


Cal Day 2017, Pi Omega Table 


e. Undergraduate Advising Day 


Every semester the department hosts an undergraduate advising day where professors examine 


students’ planned schedules and give them their class registration codes. As is customary, 


chapter officers and members host a peer advising table on these days to give a student opinion 


on classes, extra-curriculars, etc. Underclassmen find it especially helpful to have experienced 


students available to give them advice. 


V. Social Activities 


In order to strengthen the bonds within PTS, all chapter members are invited to attend the social 


events; most often officers and pledges will attend two or three. The largest social event is the 


pledge barbeque held every semester. The barbeque is always held the weekend after the 


candidate meeting and all pledges are required to attend. The barbeque is typically held at 


Willard Park in Berkeley. The officers bring lunch, snacks, drinks, and games for everyone to 


enjoy. This is the first chance the pledges and officer really have to interact and get to know each 


other. The barbeque is two hours long and the first hour is spent cooking and eating, while the 


second hour is spent playing soccer or Frisbee and chatting. 


There are also many other smaller social events held throughout the semester. This includes a 


scavenger hunt, frozen yogurt night, Big C hike, movie night, boba hangout, capture the flag, late 


night dining, study night, and trip to the Berkeley Botanical Garden. 







VI. Chapter Meetings 


There are three general meetings (GMs) each semester; officer and pledge attendance is required. 


The first and third meetings focus on the professionalism of the society, so usually a professor 


will speak about his or her research, path to becoming a professor at Berkeley, or any topic of 


choice. This gives students a chance to learn about a professor’s experience and ask questions, 


hopefully to help their own future plans. The second meeting is intended to make pledges and 


officers mingle and get to know each other better. This is the “fun” GM and usually consists of a 


chapter-wide building project or ice breaker activity. In the fall the task was to create the longest 


bridge with the tallest tower with given materials. In the spring the task was to create a boat with 


given materials that had to go farthest when blown by a fan. Each meeting the pledges have a 


pledge project check-in where they must demonstrate their design concepts and show the fully-


dimensioned CAD drawings of their projects while they explain functionality to the officers. 


VII. Officer Retreat  


The officer retreat occurs at the beginning of each semester and is an opportunity for the new 


officers to integrate into the society, thus improving chapter cohesion. It is also a lot of fun and 


usually consists of a road trip to a state or national park. The fall semester officer retreat was 


held in Yosemite National Park, where officers went hiking, swimming, played billiards and 


foosball, and held a barbeque for dinner. The spring semester retreat was held in Lake Tahoe, 


and officers enjoyed skiing, snowboarding, snowball fighting, sledding, and snowman building, 


billiards, and board games. 


 


Officer Retreat Spring 2017 







C. OTHER INFORMATION 


I. Information Technology 


The Information Technology Committee is responsible for all the chapter’s digital media, 


including the website at http://pts.berkeley.edu. This year the website was completely remade 


from scratch thanks to the IT committee. The new website has many new features and 


improvements but the committee is still working to improve the usability of the website. The 


website includes information about membership and tutoring hours, as well as a test bank of past 


mechanical engineering exams, if approved by the professor. The website is also used for all 


members to view upcoming events and for pledges to keep track of their requirements. Officers 


award pledges points through the website so that the pledges know what they still need to 


complete. 


II. Plans for the 2017-2018 School Year 


At the last officer meeting of each semester the committee chairs discuss what they believe to be 


the successes and difficulties of their time in office and their recommendations for future 


officers, as well as plans for the coming semesters. One change the officers would like to 


implement is an incentive system for officers to get as involved as possible. The chapter hopes to 


reward those that go above and beyond and dedicates much of their time to improving the 


chapter. The chapter would also like to hold a new kind of event where all students in the 


department are invited to join a few professors for a coffee hour or lunch. The officers hope that 


this will help students feel more comfortable getting to know their professors, give students a 


chance to ask for advice outside of their assigned advisor, discuss future plans, and learn about 


different fields within mechanical engineering as well as research opportunities. The chapter 


would also like to create an alumni network with graduates who would like to keep in contact 


and possibly offer career advice or positions to current members. 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
Fall 2017 & Spring 2018 


California Pi Omega 
 
 
A. INITIATIONS 


I. Selection Process 


The California Pi Omega chapter extends eligibility towards the top third of the senior class and 
the top fourth of the junior class in the Mechanical Engineering Department, as determined by 
grade point average (GPA) and number of completed credits at the university. The official 
requirement for junior standing is at least 60 credits and for senior standing it is 90 credits. The 
list of eligible students is delivered by the College of Engineering between the fourth and fifth 
week of each semester and the qualified candidates are notified immediately of their eligibility 
by the External Vice President. A candidate meeting is held to introduce these candidates to Pi 
Tau Sigma and inform them of the benefits of joining the society. In the Fall Semester of 2017 
there were 22 candidates who crossed and became members; in the spring of 2018 there were 
11. 


II. Pledge Requirements 


As in the past, the pledge process consists of several required meetings, outreach events, social 
activities, the pledge project, various required submissions, and dues. These requirements are 
outlined at the candidate meeting and included in the candidate packet as shown below (in the 
candidate packet from Fall, 2017). The points are noted on the PTS Berkeley website and 
pledges RSVP for important events there. 62 points are required for initiation.  Any pledge not 
meeting the requirement would be asked to redo the activities in the following semester and 
initiate then. No exceptions are given. 


 











 
III. Pledge Projects 


As mentioned in the previous section, the pledges are required to work on a project throughout 
the course of the semester. These projects are always of an engineering nature and allow the 
pledges to develop and showcase their mechanical engineering skill sets. On the day of the 
pledge barbecue, pledges are separated into teams of four and are presented with an overview of 
the project, including rules and requirements. They then have until initiation to design, build, and 
test their engineering devices; their progress is monitored with regular check-ins and 
presentations to the Pledge Projects Committee or the society as a whole. In the fall the project 
was to build an aerial machination that would stay airborne for the maximum amount of time. In 
the spring the project was to build a contraption that fits within a 2ft x 2ft x 2ft volume and that 
transports a ping pong ball from a start point to a final end point where it falls into a red solo 
cup. 


 
Spring 2018 Pledge Projects on initiation day 


 


 


IV. Initiation Day Ceremony Rituals, and Celebration 


Pledge Project Competition 


The pledge project competition is hosted on the day of initiation early in the morning. The 
members of the Pledge Project Committee serve as the official judges and award points based on 
aesthetics, creativity, craftsmanship, performance, and each group’s presentation of their project. 
The competition runs for about an hour. 


 







MATLAB Scavenger Hunt 


One of Pi Omega’s unique characteristics is the scavenger hunt portion of the initiation, which 
has been honed and perfected since its introduction eight years ago. The scavenger hunt consists 
of seven stations inside the mechanical engineering building which the pledges must find by 
using clues provided to them. At each station they are presented with a computer running Matlab 
and must answer questions about Pi Tau Sigma, UC Berkeley, and basic mechanical engineering 
concepts. Upon giving the correct answer, they are given a clue for the next station and are 
ultimately given a final clue which leads them to the ceremony room for the official initiation 
ritual. The scavenger hunt portion of the initiation usually lasts two hours depending on how well 
the pledges remember engineering and physics equations. 


 
Ceremony, Elections, and Banquet 


Pledges are inducted into the society according to the official rituals of the national chapter. 


Once all have crossed, they are taught the societal handshake, then shake hands with each officer 
and sign the Pi Omega roll book. After a ten-minute break officer election begin and generally 
last one hour. In the fall of 2017 the society had 34 officers and, in the spring of 2017, had 31. 
Once the officer corps for the next semester is elected, photos are taken of the pledge class and 
the current officers. 


After adjourning and recuperating for several hours, all officers and new members meet for the 
end of semester banquet at a local restaurant in the city of Berkeley. 


 


 
Spring 2018 Officers & Pledges 


 
 







 
All graduating members are asked to stand and reveal their future plans, after which they are 
applauded and are bid many a tearful goodbye. The Fall 2017 initiation was held on December 9th 
and in the spring of 2018, it was held on April 28th. 
 
 


 
Graduating Officers at Spring 2018 Initiation 


 
B. CHAPTER ACTIVITIES 


I. Industrial Relations 


a. Mechanical Engineering Career Fair 


Being an honor society chapter, one of our main goals is to improve access to career 
opportunities for Berkeley engineering students. Each fall semester, our officer core hosts the 
annual UC Berkeley Mechanical Engineering Career Fair; the event is generally held during the 
second week of September. Companies set up tables along our “breezeway”, and students will 
line up to talk with companies that they choose. Recruiting is done for both internships as well as 
full-time positions. The event generally signifies the kick-off of the fall recruiting season; the 
official UC Berkeley, 3-day campus career fair is not until the week afterwards. Thus, this is the 
first opportunity for many students and corporate representatives to interface. Accordingly, the 







event is treated very seriously – automotive companies will bring out their latest models of cars 
to show off, and the estimated student attendance rate is approaching 1,000. 


This past Fall 2017, a total of 9 companies attended – Boeing, General Motors, Ford, Chevron, 
Intuitive Surgical, KLA-Tencor, Danaher, Bosch and Alloy Product Development. The 
planning for the Fall 2018 career fair has already been underway for weeks, with an expected 
company attendance list in the 15-25 range. 


 
PTS President in the Corvette Demo Car 


b. Information Sessions 


These events, hosted mainly in the fall semester, are opportunities for companies to recruit on 
campus. Representatives come speak to students for roughly an hour about the type of work their 
companies engage in, as well as employee benefits. Students then have the opportunity to ask 
questions, then line up to speak to the recruiters personally and give their resumes. This past year 
the chapter hosted info sessions for Chevron, General Motors, Boeing, and Ford. 


c. Boeing Trip 


This Spring 2018, Boeing has sponsored its annual “Boeing Day”, in which the company 
sponsors 3 PTS members to travel to its Everett, Washington facility for its executive tour. The 
PTS members are selected by an application process, with PTS facilitating the process. The final 
chosen members to go on the Boeing Day trip are selected by Boeing and are given a stipend for 
transportation and hotel costs. A number of other UC Berkeley engineering student groups also 
organizes a similar funded trip, and the aggregate of chosen students travel to the facility 
together. 


The event was very well-received, with both PTS and Boeing happy with the results and looking 
forward to a continued partnership as well as future events. The tour members were able to speak 
with top Boeing executives, and were also able to explore the Seattle area in addition to the 
Boeing facility.







II. ME Department Town Hall Meeting 


The chapter once again organized and hosted this semester forum for students to express their 
concerns to the department and for the department to discuss its future plans with the students. A 
survey was first sent to all students in the department to assess the different issues that are 
important to address. About 100 students respond to the survey each semester. The turnout of the 
town hall was on the order of 30-40 students and 10-15 faculty / staff members. Typically, the 
Chair of the Department and the Vice-Chair of Instruction attend, as well as involved members 
of the department. Town Hall has spurred a number of important changes in the department, 
including changes in course requirements, reconstruction of core classes, the addition of more 
study spaces, expanding the list of classes that fulfill the quantitative science requirement, among 
many other improvements. 


III. Outreach Programs and Community Service 


In accordance with their requirements, all pledges must participate in two community service 
events the semester they pledge. These are detailed below. 


a. Berkeley Project 
 
This is UC Berkeley’s semester volunteer work day. Hundreds of student groups show up to 
volunteer at sites around the campus and around the city of Berkeley. Activities include cleaning 
up gardens, cleaning up the Berkeley Strawberry Creek, and maintaining the Berkeley Marina. 
The Pi Omega chapter fielded pledges and members for both the Fall 2017 and Spring 2018 Cal 
Days. 


 
b. SWE Science Saturday 


The UC Berkeley chapter of SWE (Society of Women Engineers) hosts Saturday events for 
elementary and junior high age children. The events aim to “to engage kids in the learning 
process, show how engineering applies to their everyday lives, better inform them about what 
engineers do, and give them something productive and enjoyable to do on a Saturday.” Each 
semester, the Pi Omega chapter sends pledges and members to help out with the event. 


c. Mini-University 


Mini-University (MiniU) is another program put on by the UC Berkeley SWE chapter, but the 
target is for high school students. Students are invited to the campus to experience a day in the 
life of a UC Berkeley engineering student. Pi Omega pledges and members volunteer to take a 
student along with them for the day, and to show them what an engineering student really does 
throughout a regular school day. 







d. Cal Day Cleanup 


Cal Day is a Student Relations activity which will be described in detail later in this document, 
as a Student Relations event. After the event, Pi Omega members will help in the effort to clean 
up tables, banners and other items used for the day’s events. 


IV. Student Relations 


The Student Relations Committee is responsible for providing help and opportunities for all 
students in the Mechanical Engineering Department. 


a. Tutoring/Officer Hours 


The primary function of the Student Relations Committee is to provide academic support to non- 
PTS members in the form of homework help and exam tutoring. Tutoring is offered every day 
for two hours and students can come get help on any core mechanical engineering course, and 
some electives depending on the officer tutoring. 


b. Freshman Mentoring Program 


One of the student benefits offered by the committee is a program to mentor incoming freshman 
and junior transfers to help them ease into Berkeley engineering. Students who sign up to receive 
a mentor are paired with chapter officers and members, who maintain email contact throughout 
the semester and even meet in person to discuss and give advice on academics, extra-curriculars, 
class registration, student life, and any other topic the mentee would like to discuss. 


c. Review Sessions 


The Student Relations Committee is also responsible for holding review sessions before exams 
in the core mechanical engineering courses. The committee contacts professors of these courses 
to gain approval to hold a review session, get the exam dates, and learn what material will be 
covered on the exam. An officer that knows the course material well then prepares notes and 
practice problems for the review session. The committee contacts the professor to advertise the 
review session to the students in that class. The review sessions are always very full of students. 
The committee typically conducts review sessions for solid mechanics, fluid mechanics, 
thermodynamics, controls, behavior of materials, and dynamics. 


d. Cal Day 


Cal Day is UC Berkeley’s annual open house and welcome for admitted students, in an effort to 
attract students to enroll for the fall. The mechanical engineering student groups showcase their 
projects and activities on this day. The Pi Omega chapter helps with the Mechanical Engineering 
administrative staff, and also provides answers for general questions that admitted students and 
their families may have. 







 


 


Cal Day 2017, Pi Omega Table 


e. Undergraduate Advising Day 


Every semester the department hosts an undergraduate advising day where professors examine 
students’ planned schedules and give them their class registration codes. As is customary, 
chapter officers and members host a peer advising table on these days to give a student opinion 
on classes, extra-curriculars, etc. Underclassmen find it especially helpful to have experienced 
students available to give them advice. 


V. Social Activities 


In order to strengthen the bonds within PTS, all chapter members are invited to attend the social 
events; most often officers and pledges will attend two or three. The largest social event is the 
pledge barbeque held every semester. The barbeque is always held the weekend after the 
candidate meeting and all pledges are required to attend. The barbeque is typically held at 
Willard Park in Berkeley. The officers bring lunch, snacks, drinks, and games for everyone to 
enjoy. This is the first chance the pledges and officer really have to interact and get to know each 
other. The barbeque is two hours long and the first hour is spent cooking and eating, while the 
second hour is spent playing soccer or Frisbee and chatting.  


We held several social events for members and pledges to get to know each other and build 
fraternal bonds. These activities included bowling, hikes, basketball and dodgeball games, board 
game nights, and ice skating, as well as post-meeting frozen yogurt runs and post-initiation 
banquets. We also held semesterly officer retreats to Yosemite in the fall and Lake Tahoe in the 
spring. 


 
 







VI. Chapter Meetings 


There are three general meetings (GMs) each semester; officer and pledge attendance is required. 
The first and third meetings focus on the professionalism of the society, so usually a professor 
will speak about his or her research, path to becoming a professor at Berkeley, or any topic of 
choice. This gives students a chance to learn about a professor’s experience and ask questions, 
hopefully to help their own future plans. The second meeting is intended to make pledges and 
officers mingle and get to know each other better. This is the “fun” GM and usually consists of a 
chapter-wide building project or ice breaker activity. In the fall the task was to create the longest 
bridge with the tallest tower with given materials. In the spring the task was to create a boat with 
given materials that had to go farthest when blown by a fan. Each meeting the pledges have a 
pledge project check-in where they must demonstrate their design concepts and show the fully- 
dimensioned CAD drawings of their projects while they explain functionality to the officers. 


VII. Officer Retreat 


The officer retreat occurs at the beginning of each semester and is an opportunity for the new 
officers to integrate into the society, thus improving chapter cohesion. It is also a lot of fun and 
usually consists of a road trip to a state or national park. The fall semester officer retreat was 
held in Yosemite National Park, where officers went hiking, swimming, played billiards and 
foosball, and held a barbeque for dinner. The spring semester retreat was held in Lake Tahoe, 
and officers enjoyed skiing, snowboarding, snowball fighting, sledding, and snowman building, 
billiards, and board games. 


 


 


Fall 2017 Officer Retreat to Yosemite National Park







C. OTHER INFORMATION 


I. Information Technology 


The Information Technology Committee is responsible for all the chapter’s digital media, 
including the website at http://pts.berkeley.edu. This year the website was completely remade 
from scratch thanks to the IT committee. The new website has many new features and 
improvements but the committee is still working to improve the usability of the website. The 
website includes information about membership and tutoring hours, as well as a test bank of past 
mechanical engineering exams, if approved by the professor. The website is also used for all 
members to view upcoming events and for pledges to keep track of their requirements. Officers 
award pledges points through the website so that the pledges know what they still need to 
complete. 


II. Plans for the 2018-2019 School Year 


At the last officer meeting of each semester the committee chairs discuss what they believe to be 
the successes and difficulties of their time in office and their recommendations for future 
officers, as well as plans for the coming semesters. 


Hard working PTS officers and executives were given PTS branded custom jackets through the 
discretion of the club president. A more formalized system similar to the pledge points process 
will be implemented for officers to show their involvement and hard work for the club. The 
jackets also serve as publicity items to attract more pledges and incentivize officers to give back 
more to the club in terms of time and effort.   


 
PTS Officer Jackets 


 







 


The chapter would also like to hold a new kind of event where all students in the department are 
invited to join a few professors for a coffee hour or lunch. The officers hope that this will help 
students feel more comfortable getting to know their professors, give students a chance to ask 
for advice outside of their assigned advisor, discuss future plans, and learn about different fields 
within mechanical engineering as well as research opportunities.  


The chapter would also like to create an alumni network with graduates who would like to keep 
in contact and possibly offer career advice or positions to current members. 





